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Allston Mitchell Elected President 
Of Clemson College Student Body 
Tiger Wins Top Awards 
At S. C. Press Convention 
Roger Yike Elected President Of 
S. C. Collegiate Press Association 
THE TIGER was announced the best college newspaper in 
South Carolina at the annual convention of the South Caro- 
lina Collegiate Press Association held at Limestone College 
in Gaffney last Friday and Saturday, April 23 and 24. 
Mr. J.  R.  Young  of  Anderson, 
The new staff of The TIGER for 1954-55 are co-editors, Frank 
Anderson and Roger Yike; Business Manager, Dick Edgeworth; 
Managing   Editor,  Joe   McCown;   Associate     Editor,   Lawrence 
Starkey;   News  Editor,   Charles   Sanders:   Sports   Editor,   Louis 
Cromer;  Circulation Manager, Bill Binnicker;  Advertising Man- 
ager, Skeet King;  and Photographer, Frankie Martin. 
Anderson And Yike Are Named 
Co-Editors Of 1954-1955 Tiger 
Edgeworth Is Business Manager; |Rese,ve officers 
Other Staff Positions Are Filled      To Hold Annual 
Frank C. Anderson, arts and sciences sophomore of Clem- 
son, and Roger M. Yike, arts and sciences sophomore of 
Charlotte, N. C, have been elected co-editors of THE TIGER 
for the year 1954-55. 
Anderson and Yike succeed 
John T. Green, horticulture sen- 
ior of Sumter, who has served 
as editor for the school year 1953- 
54. 
Dick Edgeworth, mechanical 
engineering sophomore of Clinton 
succeeds Tom Livingston, tex- 
tile manufacturing junior of An- 
derson as business manager, and, 
Joe McCown, textile engineering 
sophomore of Richland, succeeds 
Carroll Moore, arts and sciences 
senior of Greenwood, as manag- 
ing editor. Lawrence Starkey, 
arts and sciences sophomore of 
Clemson, -was chosen associate ed- 
itor. 
Other senior staff members in- 
clude Charles Sanders, chemistry 
sophomore of Ninety Six, who 
succeeds Don Dunlap, horticul- 
ture senior of Rock Hill as news 
editor; Louis Cromer, arts and 
sciences freshman of Greenwood, 
succeeds Frank Anderson as 
sports editor; L. W. King, textile 
manufacturing junior of Cheraw, 
succeeds Bob Bethune, ceramic 
engineering senior of Cheraw, as 
advertising manager; and Bill 
Binnicker, animal husbandry jun- 
ior of Norway succeeds Murray 
Bates, animal husbandry junior 
of Neeses, as circulation manager. 
Frankie Martin, electrical en- 
gineering sophomore of Aiken, 
succeeds Jack Trimmier, animal 
husbandry senior of Bedford, Pa., 
as photographer; Ted Pappas, ar- 
chitecture sophomore of Jackson- 
ville, Fla., succeeds Dick Hedden, 
mechanical engineering senior of 
Charlotte, as cartoonist. 
Three other men who were se- 
lected for positions on the junior 
staff are A. P. Collins, chemical 
engineering freshman of Chester, 
feature editor; J. D. Rogers, ar- 
chitectural engineering freshman 
of Easley, assistant news editor; 
and E. M. Hines, pre-medicine 
, freshman of Columbia, copy edi- 
tor. Other junior staff positions 
will be named next fall. 
Seniors To Hold Dance 
In  Clemson   House 
Hugh Humphreys, president 
of the senior class, has an- 
nounced final plans for a Sen- 
ior Dance to be held at the 
Clemson House. 
The dance, which will be 
given for seniors and their 
dates only, will be held the 
night of May 8, beginning at 
9:00 and ending at 13:00. 
The Clemson Blue Notes will 
furnish the music for the in- 
formal dance. 
Prof. T. A. Campbell 
Attend Textile Meet 
. Associate Professor T. A. Camp- 
bell, Jr., of the Textile Manage- 
ment Department of the Clemson 
College School of Textiles, is at- 
tending the annual spring con- 
ference on "Creative Time Stud- 
ies and Methods" of the Society 
for Advancement of Management, 
which is being held at the Hotel 
Statler in.New York City, on April 
29 and 30. 
The Society for Advancement of 
Management, of which Professor 
CamrJbell is a member, is the rec- 
ognized national professional so- 
ciety for persons engaged in the 
management of ' industry, com- 
merce, government, and educa- 
tion. 
31 Awards To Be Presented 
n Mother's Day Ceremonies 
Thirty-one awards will be pre- is   an   award   established   by   the 
sented to members of the Clemson Board of Trustees in honor of R. 
Chesterfield Contest 
For Students Will 
Open On April 30 
Dale Collins, campus Chester- 
field Cigarette representative, has 
announced a contest for students 
to guess the number of cartons of 
Chesterfields sold  in  1953. 
First prize for the contest will 
be^a carton of Chesterfields. Sec- 
ond and third prizes will be half 
cartons of Chesterfields. 
The contest will be held from 
Friday, April 30 to Friday, May 
7. All entries, to be written on 
an empty Chesterfield wrapper, 
should be sent to Chesterfield 
Contest, Box 937, Clemson, or to 
Collins in Room A-330. 
The wrappers are to include 
name, local address, and contest 
entry of the number of Chester- 
field cartons sold in 1953. 
College Cadets Corps at the Moth- 
er's Day Regimental Parade on 
May 9. These awards will be pre- 
sented to cadets who have excelled 
in the different phases of the 
Army or Air Force Reserve Of- i cultural College 
ficcrs Training Corps ta Clemson. 
The awards are as follows: 
AUGUSTUS SHANKLIN PRIZE 
—Cash prize and medal awarded 
to Cadet Lieutenant Colonel Jer- 
ry E. Dempsey of Anderson, S. 
C, as the outstanding cadet of the 
Regiment in Military Science and 
Tactics. This is one of the an- 
nual awards established by Mr. 
James Lynah in memory of dis- 
tinguished professors at' Clemson 
during the period that members 
of the class of 1902 were under- 
graduates. The cash prize was 
presented at Scholarship Recogni- 
tion Day. Presentation of the 
medal by Doctor Robert F; Poole, 
President, Clemson Agricultural 
College;   ... 
W. Simpson, the first Chairman 
of the Board of Trustees at Clem- 
son Agricultural College. Pre- 
sentation by Doctor Robert F. 
Poole,   President,   Clemson   Agri- 
AMERICAN ORDNANCE AS- 
SOCIATION AWARD — Gold key 
awarded to Cadet Lieutenant Col- 
onel Jerry E. Dempsey of Ander- 
son, S. C, as the outstanding stu- 
dent of the advanced Ordnance 
Reserve Officers Training Unit at 
Clemson Agricultural College. 
Presentation by Colonel Richard 
J. Werner, Professor of Military 
Science and Tactics. 
REPUBLIC AVIATION AWARD 
—Certificate and miniature air- 
craft awarded to Cadet Colonel 
Clifton M. McClure, III, of An- 
derson, S. C, for outstanding 
achievement and leadership abili- 
ty during enrollment in the Air 
Force ROTC Program at Clemson 
Agricultural College. Presentation 
by Colonel Lloyd H. Tull, Profes- 
sor of Air Science and Tactics. 
R. W. SIMPSON MEDAL — 
Awarded to Cadet Corporal |Daniel 
J. Cochran, of Charlotte, N. C, 
Company A, 2nd Battalion, as the 
best drilled cadet,- exclusive of 
members of the Senior Class. This 
BEST DRILLED SOPHOMORE 
—Key awarded to Cadet Corporal 
Daniel J. Cochran of Charlotte, 
N. C, Company A, 2nd Battalion, 
as the best drilled cadet of the 
Sophomore Class. Presentation by 
Colonel Richard J. Werner, Com- 
mandant of Cadets. 
BEST DRILLED JUNIOR — 
Key awarded to Cadet Sergeant 
First Class Donald L. Harrison 
of Brunsonj S. C, Company D, 
1st Battalion, as the best drilled 
cadet of the Junior Class. Pre- 
sentation by Colonel Richard J. 
Werner, Commandant of Cadets. 
BEST DRILLED FRESHMAN— 
Key awarded to Cadet William P. 
DuBose, ,Jr., of Darlington, S. C, 
Company C, 1st Battalion, as the 
best drilled cadet of the Fresh- 
man Class. Presentation by Col- 
onel Richard J. Werner, Com- 
mandant of Cadets. 
ASSOCIATION OF THE UNIT- 
ED STATES ARMY MEDAL — 
Awarded to Cadet Lieutenant Col- 
onel Lawrence M. Gressette Jr., 
of St. Matthews, S. C, as the out- 
standing Infantry ROTC cadet of 
the June, 1954, graduating class. 
Presentation by Colonel Richard 
J. Werner, Professor of Military 
Science and Tactics. 
AIR FORCE ASSOCIATION 
SILVER MEDAL — Awarded to 
Cadet James K. Henderson of 
Clemson, S. C, as the bost out- 
standing Junior Class student of 
the advanced Air Force Reserve 
Officers Training Union at Clem- 
son Agricultural College. Presen- 
tation by Colonel Lloyd H. Tull, 
Professor of Air Science and 
Tactics. 
ROTC GOLD MEDAL OF THE 
SOCIETY   OF   AMERICAN   EN 
(Continued on Page Three) 
Convention Here 
The annual convention of the 
South Carolina Department, Re- 
serve Officers Association, win 
be held at Clemson on Frida'y and 
Saturday, April 30-May 1. 
Special guests for the occasion 
will be Congressman Leroy John- 
son of California, chairman of the 
House Sub-Committee on Military 
Appropriations, and Brigadier 
General Rinaldo Van Brunt, depu- 
ty special assistant for Reserve 
Component, Office of the Chief of 
Staff. 
The two-day meeting will open 
with registration at the Clemson 
House Friday afternoon followed 
by supper and informal discus- 
sions that evening. A full business 
session Saturday morning will 
feature an address by General 
Van Brunt in addition to panel 
discussions and committee reports. 
Following a short afternoon meet- 
ing the group will adjourn to wit- 
ness the Clemson-University of 
North Carolina baseball game or 
the Clemson-University of South 
Carolina track meet. That even- 
ing there will be a reception fol- 
lowed by a dinner, at which Con- 
gressman Johnson will speak, and 
a- dance. 
Lt. Col. L. R. Booker, USAR, of 
Clemson, is president of the South 
Carolina Department of the ROA, 
which is backing Colonel Strom 
Thurmond, USAR, of Aiken for 
national president of the organi- 
zation for 1954-55. Colonel Thur- 
mond is now national vice-presi- 
dent for Army Affairs. 
presented the Wilton E. Hall Tro- 
phy to Tommy Green, Editor of 
THE TIGER. The trophy is pre- 
sented each year to the best pa- 
per with a circulation of over 500. 
The South Carolina Collegiate 
Press Association Trophy, given 
to the best all round paper, was 
'also awarded to THE TIGER by 
Pattie Shackeiford, Winthrop Col- 
lege, immediate past president of 
the Association. 
Coker College's THE PERI- 
SCOPE, was awarded the Green- 
wood Index-Journal Trophy after 
being voted the best newspaper 
with a circulation under 500. The 
South Carolina Magazine award, 
given to the best college magazine 
with circulation of less than 500, 
was won by the Converse CON- 
CEPT. 
The Ben Robertson Trophy for 
the best large magazine was not 
awarded as there was no compe- 
tition this year. 
Individual certificates were 
awarded for best news and sports 
stories, features, editorials, poems, 
book reviews, and short stories. 
The  contest  was conducted   by 
a division of the Associated Col- 
legiate Press, University of  Min- 
nesota. / 
Roger Yike, arts and sciences 
sophomore of Charlotte,' N. C, 
was elected president of the As- 
sociation during a business meet- 
ing held Saturday afternoon. Oth- 
ers elected were Mary Brabham, 
Columbia College, vice president; 
Jean Oliphant, Limestore College, 
corresponding secretary; Charles 
King, Furman University, record- 
ing secretary; and ■ Alice Ray, 
Winthrop College, treasurer. 
Friday night, Mr. Frank Jeter, 
Managing Editor of the Rock Hill 
Evening Herald, spoke to the del- 
egates on "Journalism and Re- 
sponsibility." 
Saturday morning the delegates 
went into discussion groups to 
iron out the problems of the cam- 
pus papers and magazines. CaiToll 
Moore, Managing Editor of THE 
TIGER, led a group discussion on 
"Features  and  Columns". 
Ten colleges were represented 
at the convention. 
Harrison Is Vice-Pres.; 
Senior Council Is Named 
Allston Mitchell, rising senior of Greenville, was elected 
president of the Clemson College Student Body at a student 
body election held last Wednesday, April 21. He defeated 
Walter Hendrix of Heath Springs with a lead of 156 votes. 
Mitchell received 322 votes and Hendrix 166. 
Don Harrison, rising senior    of i| 
Brunson, defeated Leon Cooper of   | 
Columbia    with   a   lead   of k 149 
votes.    Harrison  received a total 
of 317 votes with Cooper receiv- 
ing 168 votes. 
The student body also elected 
■seven men to the Senior Council. 
George Bennett, Wildon Hux, 
Cecil Brown, Doug Padgett, John- 
ny Turner, Clyde Glenn and Joe 
Mattison were the men selected by 
the students to fill the new posts. 
The number of votes that each 
man received are as follows: 
George Bennett, 411; Hoyt Har- 
dee, 279; Wildon Hux, 351; Bill 
Key, 323; Cecil Brown, 345; Doug 
Padgett, 332; Johnny Turner, 362; 
Clyde Glenn, 381; Joe Mattison, 
332; and Jack Whiteside, 292 
votes. 
Dr. Ward Dies 
Of Heart Attack 
Dr. James E. Ward, who served 
as head of the social science de-- 
partment and economics instruc- 
tor at Clemson for twelve years, 
died in.his sleep, April 22; at his 
home in Nashville, Tennessee of 
a heart attack. 
At the time of his death Dr. 
Ward was head of the Economics 
Department and has been for the 
past seven years. 
He was active in church work 
and formerly served on the War 
Labor Board, and was a member 
of the American Arbitration As- 
sociation. He served as president, 
first vice-president and secretary- 
treasurer of the Southern Eco- 
nomic Association, and acted as 
a private arbiter in labor dis- 
putes a number of times. 
He was past president of the 
Council of Community Agencies 
and a former member of the 
board of directors of the Nash- 
ville Community Chest. He was 
a member of the boards of the 
Tennessee Conference of Social 
Workers and the Visiting Nurse 
Servjce of .Nashville. 
Professor Rhodes 
Is Clemson Booster 
1st Tiger Editor Retires 
After 42 Years 
By Lawrence Starkey 
In what does Clemson's greatness lie? It lies in many 
things, but not the least of these are the unaltering efforts 
of men who have been interested in her—men like Prof. 
Sam Rhodes, head of the Electrical Engineering Department. 
His love for Clemson and Clemson men has led him to con- 
tribute 42 vears of his time and talents to this institution. 
Professor Rhodes is originally 
from Darlington. He moved to 
Florence while still quite young 
and obtained his early training 
there. In 1900, he graduated 
from Furman with a bachelor of 
Science degree. He received his 
Master's degree also from Fur- 
man in 1901 and taught in public 
schools for the next four years. 
In 1905 he met Dr. Riggs, head 
of the Engineering department at 
Clemson at that tirtle and, under 
his influence, decided to enter 
the junior class at Clemson the 
same year. In 1907, he received 
a degree in engineering from 
Clemson and immediately went 
to work for the General Electric 
Corporation. ' 
The year ' 1909 found Mr. 
Rhodes teaching again—this time 
as an instructor in electrical en- 
gineering at the University of 
North Dakota. In 1914 he re- 
turned to Clemson as assistant 
professor and was made associate 
professor the following year. He 
became  a  full  professor  in   1916. 
At the dedication of the Engi- 
neering, building in 1928, Profes- 
sor Rhodes was awarded a profes- 
sional degree in, electrical engi- 
neering. The following year he 
was made head of the department 
(succeeding Prof. Dargan) and 
has held that position ever since. 
While a student at Clemson, 
Mr. Rhodes distinguished himself 
by being the first editor of The 
Tiger. However, . Rhodes in- 
sists on giving full credit for orig- 
inating the idea and starting the 
paper to A. B. Taylor, who was 
Business Manager. Mr. Taylor is 
now president of the Taylor Col- 
quitt Company in Spartanburg. 
Prof. Rhodes was also asked to 
head the college annual, but time 
would not permit, so he accepted 
the job of associate .editor of 
Taps. He recalled that the rea- 
son for starting The Tiger was to 
raise money for the annual. Prof. 
Rhodes often opens his desk 
drawer and pulls out the 1907 
issue of Taps. It is made of 
cadet-grey material of the same 
type as were the uniforms. A 
flap folds over and the annual is 
fastened shut with a cadet but- 
ton. 
Mr. Rhodes was on the track 
team during his Clemson days. 
He was also a member of the 
(Continued on Page Three) 
Concert Series 
Schedule For 
54-55 Released 
The Clemson College Concert 
Series Committee has announced 
the concert program for the 
school year 1954-55. 
The United States Navy Band 
will be the opening concert of 
the season on the night of No-, 
vember 30.    The world famous 
band is under the direction of 
Commander Charles Brendler. 
Boris GoldoVsky's "Opera Thea- 
tre   Barber.   of    Seville,  vibrant 
with youth and life, will be the 
second concert and presented  on 
December 13. 
With dynamic Boris Goldovsky, 
its founder, in the dual capacity 
of conductor and stage conductor, 
Opera Theatre, brings to reality 
for the first time the ideal which 
its name implies and which Gold- 
ovsky has so long and notable 
championed in his radio and les- 
ture appearances and writings—' 
the perfect integration of musical 
and  dramatic elements. 
The   Boston   Pops   Orchestra 
will  appear  as  the  third  pro- 
gram on the  concert series on 
February   14. 
Arthur    Fielder,    the    dynamic 
leader of the organization, is the 
man   who   has   made   the   name 
Pops   a   national     synonym     for( 
light,  enjoyable,  classical music. 
Nadine Connor, leading soprano 
Metropolitan Opera star of con- 
cert, television, radio and records 
and Brian Sullivan, tenor Metro- 
politan Opera, will appear to- 
gether on March 29. 
On   March   29,   Ballet   Russe 
de   Monte   Carlo   will   be   pre- 
sented.    The    dancers    of    the 
Ballet de Monte Carlo Concert 
Company—fifteen in all, repre- 
sent  twelve  of  the  forty-eight 
United States as well as Cana- 
da,  Mexico   and   Europe.  Pre- 
mier Danseur    and    Maitre de 
Ballet   Roman   Jasinsky,   Mos- 
celyne  Larkin  and  Anna Isto- 
mina head the company. 
Artur  Rubinstein  will be  pre- 
sented as the sixth and last con- 
cert of the year on April 25. Rub- 
instein, world famed pianist, is on 
his    seventeenth    United    States 
tour. 
Ticket applications are being 
mailed out Saturday morning 
and orders will be filled start- 
ing Monday morning. Orders 
will be taken through the mail 
only. No personal or telephone 
orders will be accepted. 
DON  HARRISON 
Gamma Alpha Mu 
Manuscripts Are 
Due Next Monday 
Gamma Alpha Mu, honor Eng- 
lish fraternity for writers, an- 
nounces its manuscript entrance 
contest. 
Those desiring to enter Gamma 
Alpha Mu must submit two man- 
uscripts to Mr. John D. Lane, fac- 
ulty advisor. These manuscripts: 
may be in the form of poetry, 
journalism, or fiction. 
Entries must be submitted next 
week. The contest will be judged 
by Octavius Roy Cohen. The au- 
thors of suitable entries will be 
eligible for entrance into Gamma 
Alpha Mu. 
Williams To Head 
Historical Society 
Dr. J. K. Williams, associate 
professor of history and govern- 
ment, was elected president df the 
South Carolina Historical Asso- 
ciation held at Wofford College in 
Spartanburg, April 24. 
W. E. Webb, assistant professor 
of history and government, was 
elected as the new secretary-trea- 
surer. 
Other members of the social 
sciences department at Clemson 
attending the meeting were Dr. 
E. M. Lander, C. H. Carpenter, 
C. W. Bolen and C. L. Epting. 
The members of the association 
voted to have their 1955 annual 
meeting at Clemson. 
Mixon Awarded 
LSU Fellowship 
Bobby Mixon, an arts and science 
senior, of Clemson, has been an- 
nounced as the winner of the 
Charles A. Stumberg fellowship 
to Louisiana State University. 
The scholarship is made annually 
to only one boy in the United 
States and carries a stipened of 
$700 plus tuition for one year. 
The scholarship in modern 
languages has been awarded to 
Mixon who is the only student in 
the history of Clemson College to 
minor in modern languages and 
make straight A's in afl language 
courses. 
Bobby also had been chosen 
high alternate for an assistant- 
ship in English at the University 
of Florida. 
He Paid He Didn't 
Students who have paid for 
their TAPS will receive their 
books before Mother's Day. 
Students are urged to make 
their payments before this time 
if they wish to receive their 
books at the time they are given 
out. Students who fail to 
complete their payments before 
Mothers' Day will have to wai; 
until later to obtain their cop> 
of the TAPS. 
Payments may be made in 
the TAPS Office, in the base- 
ment of seventh barracks, any 
time after supper. 
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Leaders And Electors Have 
Big Responsibility Ahead 
f TUDENTS of Clemson have chosen their student govern- 
ment leaders for next year in the way that the American 
tradition provides. To the new officers we extend congrat- 
ulations and a hope that you will be successful in the jobs 
that you will undertake. You have a responsibility to up- 
hold. You can do big things for the good of the students 
and for the betterment of Clemson College. 
However, all the, responsibility is not yours. We who 
have elected you must accept our portion of the burden. It 
is up to each of us to back our leaders to the fullest. 
This Is Our Last Issue— 
MEXT week the newly elected staff of THE TIGER will as- 
sume its duties for the coming year. As we vacate the 
Editor's desk, we leave it in its usual state of clutter and 
confusion. We know that those who succeed us will have 
their share of the confusion, but they will be plugging to 
report the news and views that make Clemson the outstand- 
ing institution that it is. 
As we write our final—30—, the traditional newspaper 
symbol for 'the end', we look back over this year with its 
stories that are now history. 
School opened with approximately 2,700 students in the 
registration lines. They saw the opening of the new laun- 
dry and the dedication of Olin Hall, the modern ceramics 
building which was the gift of the Olin Foundation, Inc.; 
the arrival of a new commandant; and the visits of distin- 
guished visitors. They attended classes, labs, concerts, 
dances, club meetings, and athletic contests, and participat- 
ed in drills and parades. They watched the destruction of 
the three old barracks which make way for new ultra-mod- 
ern dormitories—some of them have moved into the com- 
pleted portions. 
The year isn't over. We still have an eventful month 
ahead of us—Mother's Day, additional work on the building 
program, and commencement. Let's all keep working to- 
gether with the great Clemson Spirit to make this Clemson's 
best year. 
LITTL1 MAN ON CAMPUS by Dick Bib! 
%*£ fart 
"School—School—School—Thank goodness It's Friday." 
The Tiger 
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DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT .. 
Senior Dance,May 8;People Who Live 
In G/ass Barracks Should Have Blinds 
By Alan Cannon 
TALK OF THE TOWN 
So Long; It's Been Good To Know 
You; Thanks For A Very Fine Year 
By Carroll Moore 
THE TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper. Its claim, 
"The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper," is based on cir- 
culation, comments, and general attitude of those v?ho read it 
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MY LAST COLUMN 
This will be the last time that this com- 
plaint-suggestion-praise-and general hap- 
penings column will bear the by-line— 
Carroll Moore! From now on out, this 
column will be written by Joe McCown. 
Joe was elected Managing Editor for the 
next year and it wili be one of his jobs to 
fill this space with happenings around the 
campus. If Joe writes as well in this col- 
umn as he did in writing the headlines and 
news for the past year, this part of the pa- 
per should certainly be worth reading. 
From the journalist's point of view, this 
has been a good year. It seemed that ev- 
ery week there was always some news 
worthy of comment in this column. I like 
to feel that this column is strictly for stu- 
dent opinion and to help the students gain 
what they want by expressing their de- 
sires in print and hope that some action 
will be taken by the proper authorities; 
then too, this column is, and should be, 
used to dish out complaints when the time 
arises and iii turn hand out a few orchids 
in complimenting students or organiza- 
tions on their accomplishments. 
You students at Clemson don't realize 
how valuable this column could be to you 
if you would only use it to your advant- 
age. What I mean is, that anytime some- 
thing comes up that you think is wrong 
and is not beneficial to the students here 
or when something happens that would 
give our college a bad name, you should re- 
port it to the writer of this column and let 
him bring it to the attention of others. The 
written word can prove pretty forceful if 
it is used correctly. Many other colleges 
do not have this advantage of being able 
to express student opinion in print. Just 
this past week-end, I attended the South 
Carolina Collegiate Press Convention at 
Limestone College, and I had the privilege 
of sitting in on a discussion on columns and 
their uses. One of the gripes by the others 
in the meeting was that they could' not 
print the faults they found about the cam- 
pus in their newspapers. We certainly 
have the advantage here. You students 
may voice your opinion through this col- 
umn. 
There are a few things that I have harped 
on this year that are still unfinished, but 
the proper authorities are aware of the 
feelings of the students and I believe they 
will be acted on eventually. 
One of these is the dance problem. Sta- 
tistics show that 92.5% of the students here 
at Clemson are in favor of adopting the 
suggestion expressed in this column pre- 
viously. That is adding $6.00 to every stu- 
dent's activity fee when he begins the 
school year to entitle him to attend the 
five big dances we could have without any 
other costs. We pay' for concerts, the 
Tiger, YMCA, student government, athletic 
events and a few other things in this fee 
—Why shouldn't the dances be included? I 
don't see how the authorities can afford to 
keep it out of the activity fee when 92.5% 
of the students are in favor of it. 
Another problem is the one mentioned in 
last week's column. The one about the post 
office closing its doors at seven each even- 
ing. If a petition is signed by the stu- 
dents and enough action taken, I feel sure 
that the old hours will remain. 
The old parking problem still prevails. 
Until the parking lot is moved to the field 
on the opposite side of the field house, it 
will remain a problem. 
The one other gripe that I would like to 
mention for the last time is that on Satur- 
day morning inspection. Along with 
many other students, I would like to see 
the hour on Saturday morning be used for 
the inspection of rooms ONLY and leave 
the rifle and personnel inspection for some 
other time since that hour is set aside by 
the college for room inspection and not for 
the inspection of rifles and personnel. The 
college regulation states that the rooms be 
GUESSING GAMES 
I guess that a good many of you will be 
glad to hear that this is the last issue that 
I will have a column in. The new staff of 
the TIGER will take over next week and 
consequently some of us old ones will re- 
ceive the boot. I'm not sorry to say that 
that the day has come. I wish the next 
writer all the luck in the world. I just 
hope that I have in some way been a ser- 
vice to the students of this college. 
FOR SENIORS ONLY 
It has been passed down to me that a 
senior dance is to be held the eighth (8th) 
of May. It is to be held in the Clemson 
House and the Blue Notes of Clemson will 
furnish the music for the occasion. The 
dance will be informal. It will last from 
9 until 12 o'clock. Only academic seniors 
will be eligible for the occasion. The dance 
is being given to the seniors by the school, 
expense-free to the seniors attending. Se- 
nior Day has been changed slightly. The 
new dates for the day-o-pleasure are Mas 17 
and 18. It will last from noon until noon. 
THE FISH BOWL 
I imagine that all of the people that live 
around or at least near Clemson are inter- 
ested in the new dorms. However, I think 
the Clemson students should not be pa- 
raded as if they were in a fish bowl. I 
understand (I don't live in the new dorms) 
that last Sunday the road on the power 
house side of the dorms was like a busy 
New York highway. This side of the dorms 
have no blinds so the inhabitants of the 
building become a passing parade to all 
those that pass by. (Other than this, no 
comment). 
I'd like to congratulate the mess hall on 
the fine job they are doing in the new (con- 
verted) dining, hall. I have been eating 
the hottest food and the best food now since 
I have been here. Under their handicap I 
think they are doing a swell job. 
TIME MARCHES ON 
The new dormitories are coming along 
fine from all outward appearances. The 
new students this year will most probably 
be the last set of students to really appre- 
ciate the new additions. Unless you've ever 
lived in the old barracks, you'll never know 
what heaven these new dormitories are 
going to be. REMARK: "It will make a 
new Clemson." 
OVERHEARD 
—"I expect to get up one morning with a 
hunk-a-steel in bed with me the way they 
are tearing the barracks down." 
—"What happened to the cereal bowls?" 
—"Don't quote me on that." 
JUST A LITTLE HUMOR 
Saint Peter and St. Aquinas once, upon 
a beautiful day, decided to play a few holes 
of golf. They arrived at the heavenly golf 
course located in the clouds. Saint Peter 
stepped up to the first tee and made his 
first shot. The ball was a low, powerful 
stroke that landed on the green (635 yds. 
away) and rolled into the cup. St. Aquinas 
then stepped up to the tee and made his 
swing. His ball too was a low, powerful 
ball that landed on the green and rolled into 
the cup. St. Peter then said to St. Aquinas: 
"What say we put away these miracles and 
play some real golf." 
THIS I READ ONCE 
Mark Twain once said that when he was 
14 years old his father was so ignorant 
that he could hardly stand to have the old 
man around. When he was 21 he said that 
he was amazed how much his father had 
learned in seven years. 
THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK 
I think that someone should go on a "Stop 
Bumming" crusade on this campus. (I 
know that I'm guilty myself). It's gotten 
to where you can't open a pack of cigarettes 
without giving half of them away, 
nite scouts 
Disc-o-Pation mmm 
Whether you like rhythm and 
blues music or not, it is rapidly 
taking a prominent position in the 
musical field. This type of mu- 
sic has long been with us and 
its sales appeal has been limited 
to the relatively small Negro 
market, but in the last year or so, 
the sales apeal has steadily 
grown. 
More than 770 disc jockeys 
across the nation devote their air 
time exclusively to rhythm and 
blues music. Many deejays who 
at one time restricted their pro- 
grams to popular records only, 
are now including rhythm and 
blues recordings along with the 
pop tunes. Other indications of 
the pyramiding appeal for R and 
B platters are such things as the 
juke box operators catering 
heavily to the type music, the 
major record companies doing the 
same, not to mention the numer- 
ous companies that wax R and B 
only, and the dance bands and 
small combos leaning strongly 
toward rhythm and blues. 
The teenagers are largely re- 
sponsible for this R and B up- 
surge of late because of their 
constant demand for "music with 
a beat." Personally, I'm going to 
remain neutral on that point, 
However, it is a known fact that 
the rhythm and blues class of mu- 
sic is  rapidly taking a foothold 
in the musical world as promin- 
ent as that of popular music. 
While we are on the subject of 
rhythm and blues platters, let's 
checked to see that they are kept orderly I make a quick run-down of some 
and clean, and it mentions nothing about |of them- As lor ^ t0P ten 
the extra inspection. 
I appreciate the suggestions and advice 
that students have given me this year for 
this column and hope that I have done some 
service for the students and the school 
through articles written in this column. I 
am quite sure that Joe McCown will like 
to be the spokesman of the students if and 
when a student has'some suggestion that 
would merit publication. 
So, with a final plea I say, this is your 
column—use it to your advantage. 
By Bill Caughman 
across the nation, we have some- 
thing like this: 1. You'll Never 
Walk Alone. 2. Lovey Dovey, 3. 
Things That I Used To Do, 4. I 
Didn't Want To Do It, 5. Little 
Mama, 6. Such A Night, 7. Work 
With Me, Annie, 8. It Should've 
Been Me, 9. Gee, 10. I'm You're 
Hootchy  Kootchy Man. 
Your best bets in the R and B 
disc line at the present would 
probably be either a tune by 
The Dominoes entitled I'm Gonna 
Move to the Outskirts of Town or 
Earl Bostic's latest, Jungle Drums. 
The Checkers are coming along 
with a fine one, too. Under the 
title of Don't Stop Now, the 
Checkers rock the house with 
their version of this wild new 
tune. 
One of his platters already on 
the top-ten-list of rhythm and 
blues, Guitar Slim is out to put 
another one on the list. With his 
rendition of The Story of My 
Life, he might do it. Ole Slim 
has a pretty sad story to sing 
about, but he sure does play the 
heck out of his guitar while he 
is singing. 
Turning now to the "pop" 
discs, we find Nelson Riddle with 
a nice recording of the lod roun- 
delay Brother John. The arrange- 
ment fairly sparkles with a touch 
of Latin rhythm, soaring violins 
and rip-roaring trombones. 
Les Brown is on the ball with 
another new album. It's very 
much the same as all his pre- 
vious recordings, in that the same 
old style characteristic of Les is 
still there, which is not in the 
least bad. The band is crisp, has 
clean section work and is easy to ,, 
dance to. On the sides The Dee- 
yil, Devil, Divil and I'd Rather 
Be With You, Les features his vo- 
cal discovery of many years ago, 
Doris Day. On the Runnin' 
Around and Rock Me to Sleep 
sides, the sweet voice of Lucy 
Ann Polk is heard. Stardust in 
the set, incidentally, yields a 
wordless choir which proves to 
be very effective. The remainder 
of the album consists of standards 
as well as some tunes which have 
never been released until now. 
They are: People Will Say We're 
in Love, Where's Pres, Lollybop, 
Down on Fifty-Second Street, 
Ever So Lightly, Coastin' Along 
and On the Beach at Waikiki. 
Liberace's fans should really go 
for his version of 12th Street Rag. 
He takes off across the 88s at a 
galloping speed on this one. On 
the flipside is Beer Barrel Polka 
which sounds like a whirlwind. 
When Liberace took hold of this 
oldie, Old Father Time had to 
give in. 
Just as a matter of interest—If 
all the writers of Make Love to 
jMe, Jo Stafford's recent hit, 
were listed on the label of the 
platter, it would resemble the 
door of a law office. The tune was 
actually written by Allan Cope- 
land and Bill Norvas, but was 
based on the standard, Tin Roof 
Blues. As a result, Copeland and 
Norvas have to share credits and 
royalties with the original au- 
thors: George Brunies, Walter 
Melrose, Paul Nares, Benn Pol- 
lack and Leon Roppolo. 
When We Were Young 
Thirty  Years Ago: 
The Clemson baseball team 
won four games and lost three in 
their final trip of the 1924 sea- 
son. The Tigers defeated Erskine 
4 to 1, in a game played at Due 
West; Presbyterian College 4 to 
1, in a game played at Laurens; 
South Carolina 8 to 7, in a game 
played at Columbia; and The Ci- 
tadel 10 to 3, in a game played 
at Anderson. Clemson lost one 
game, 7 to 2 to Newberry. 
There were 128 candidates for 
diplomas in the class of 1924. 
Twenty Years Ago: 
Clemson and the University of 
South Carolina each scored 48.5 
points to tie in the South Caro- 
lina Intercollegiate Track Meet. 
They were followed by Presby- 
terian College, Newberry, and 
Furman, in that order. Eight new 
South Carolina track records 
were set in the meet. 
The Clemson tennis team de- 
feated South Carolina by a score 
of 6 to 3, and the College of 
Charleston 18 to 1, to win the 
South Carolina State Tennis 
Championship. 
of The   Clemson   tennis   team 
1934 completed the year with a 
record of 12 wins and 1 loss. 
Ten Years Ago: 
Ten years ago, the Clemson Me- 
morial Stadium was receiving 
its finishing touches. The new- 
est addition was the press box, 
which was to contain space for 
motion picture booths and two 
radio compartments at each end. 
At this time, ten years ago, the 
armed services had claimed 4,- 
732 Clemson men. Of this num- 
ber, 59 had died in the service of 
their country. 
A Word To The Wise 
By Jerry Hammett, Cadet Chaplain 
God is faithful, who will suffer you to be 
tempted above that ye are able; but with 
the temptations also make a way to escape, 
that you may be able to bear it. 1 Cor. 
10; 13. 
My grace is sufficient for thee: for my 
strength is made perfect in weakness. 2 
Cor. 12: 9. 
This article pertains mostly to the boys 
living in the new barracks. We may call it 
the "gold fish bowl", for the lack of blinds 
in the recently completed section is creat- 
ing a problem. 
While I was sitting in the room wonder- 
ing what I should write about this week, 
along came a car load of girls looking over 
the new barracks. After they made their 
fourth pass, a friend in my room came to 
the conclusion that they were looking for 
something. There goes another load . . . 
Hi-girls! 
These new barracks are beautiful,   but 
rather inconvenient without the necessary 
blinds. People all over the state are inter- 
ested in the building program at Clemson, 
but most of them don't realize that the 
blinds haven't arrived. They should be in 
by the middle of May, and I ask the boys 
to be more careful about the way they ring 
around the windows without the proper 
clothes on. There are ladies who ride by 
on their way to work every day, so we 
should be more careful to preserve the fine 
Clemson name for being gentlemen at all 
times. 
The new method of construction is mak- 
ing the completed section of the barracks 
a tourist attraction. These people have no 
idea that the rooms are without blinds un- 
til they ride by once or twice. What they 
see will depend on the occupants of the 
rooms. A lot of men have the 'I don't 
care' attitude, but for the sake of Clemson 
College they will have to bear with us until 
the blinds are installed. 
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By John Snoddy 
From the University of Miami's respondence course on the 
Hurricanes   comes   a  short   letter 
that seems to sum up each of us 
Cadets, as far as our' equality of 
sexes is concerned: 
Editor: 
Women want equal rights. For 
years that's all they've been talk- 
ing about: Women are as good as 
men! Women can do anything 
men can do! Women are the supe- 
rior race! 
With Dulles asking for us to go 
Into Indochina with troops, prac- 
tically, war seems imminent. 
Men will soon be subject to selec- 
tive service mass enlistments. 
Now, since women want every- 
thing that men have, I propose 
we draft the women as well as 
the men. 
All women from 18 to 26 would 
be classified 1A if physically eli- 
gible. We could have a genuine 
female army, complete with com- 
bat unit and rear echelons. Then 
women would be equal with men. 
And if the distaff side disagrees, 
take away their vote, jobs and 
freedom, and send them back to 
the kitchen. 
We men demand equal rights 
With women! 
Signed: Women Hater 
BE A HULA DANCER . . . 
SOLDIER! 
A soldier had served time in 
Honolulu had always wanted to 
learn how to do the hula hula, 
but had never had time while 
there. Upon returning to the U. 
S. A., he decided to take a cor— 
pro- 
found subject of said dance. Ex- 
citedly he awaited the arrival of 
his first lesson. Finally it came 
with instructions to wit: 
Plant a crop of grass; wear 
grass around waist. The G. I. 
followed directions and had soon 
completed the first lesson. Ex- 
citedly he awaited the second 
lesson, but it was slow in coming. 
Finally it arrived to wit: Plant 
a crop of grass; harvest grass; 
wear grass around waist. 
The poor bewildered guy again 
followed the instructions to the 
letter and impatiently waited for 
the third lesson. It came and said 
in two little words: "Rotate 
Crops"! 
The Johnsonian 
NOT FOR US! 
At the University of Colorado 
the traditional spring Variety 
show has been replaced by an 
All-Men's Revue—not entirely to 
everybody's liking. 
Comments the Colorado Daily: 
"Can you imagine anything more 
dull, colorless and dismal than a 
spring-time stage show without 
girls? . . . Will a hale, hearty 
all-male show- draw the crowd 
and make the same amount of 
money as an all-star cast includ- 
ing talented and gorgeous love- 
lies? 
"... The male attitude toward 
a male show was long ago re- 
flected in an old English poem 
that started out, "Wot, no women? 
Wot kind of pawty is this?" 
The Gamecock 
31 Awards To Be Presented 
In Mother's Day Ceremonies 
(Continued from Page One) 
GINEERS — Awarded to Cadet 
Major John T. Gibbs, Jr., of North 
Augusta, South Carolina, as the 
outstanding Senior engineering 
student and Cadet Master Sergeant 
David Morris of Shelby, N. C, as 
the outstanding Junior engineer- 
ing student of the advanced En- 
gineer Reserve Officers Training 
Unit at Clemson Agricultural 
College. Presentation by Colonel 
Richard J. Werner, Professor of 
Military Science and Tactics. 
ARMED FORCES COMMUNI- 
CATIONS ASSOCIATION HON- 
OR AWARD—Gold medal and 
ribbon bar awarded to Cadet 
Captain Philip R. Nickles of Hod- 
ges, S. C, as the outstanding Air 
Force ROTC ' Senior pursuing 
Electrical Engineering as his ma- 
jor course. Presentation by Col- 
onel Lloyd H. Tull, Professor of 
Air Science and Tactics. 
ARMED FORCES COMMUNI- 
CATIONS ASSOCIATION HON- 
OR AWARD — Gold medal and 
ribbon bar awarded to Cadet First 
Lieutenant Jones A. Gaillard of 
Florence, S. C, as the outstand- 
lg Army ROTC Senior pursu- 
_.ig Electrical Engineering as his 
major course. Presentation by 
Colonel Richard J. Werner, Pro- 
fessor of Military Science and 
Tactics. 
CONSLIDATED V U L T E E 
CORPORATION ANNUAL 
AWARD — Certificate and min- 
iature aircraft awarded to Cadet 
Corporal James F. Humphries of 
Columbia, S. C, as the outstand- 
ing cadet enrolled in the Basic Air 
Force ROTC ' Course at Clemson 
Agricultural College. Presentation 
by Colonel Lloyd H. Tull, Profes- 
sor of Air Science and Tactics. 
QUARTERMASTER ASSOCIA- 
TION AWARDS — Key awarded 
to Cadet Captain Walter C. Cot- 
tingham of Trio, S. C, as the out- 
standing Senior Quartermaster 
student and medal awarded to 
Cadet Sergeant First Class Joe F. 
Mattison of Belton, S. C, as the 
outstanding Junior Quartermaster 
student of the advanced Quarter- 
master Reserve Officers Training 
Unit at Clemson Agricultural Col- 
lege. Presentation by Colonel 
Richard J. Werner, Professor of 
Military Science and Tactics. 
U. S. ARMOR ASSOCIATION 
ENGRAVED SCROLL — Award- 
ed to Cadet Lieutenant Colonel 
Ben K. Chreitzberg of Williams- 
ton, S. C, selected as the out 
standing cadet enrolled in Armor 
Second Year Advanced ROTC. 
Presentation by Colonel Richard 
J. Werner, Professor of Military 
Science and Tactics. 
THE ARMOR MEDAL—Award- 
ed to Cadet Joseph Lindsay, III, 
of Clemson, S. C, for outstand- 
ing    scholastic     achievement     in 
Alpha Psi Omega 
Will Hold Variety 
Show May 18-19 
Alpha Psi Omega is planning 
a stage variety show, "T. V.'s the 
Thing", a take off on the present 
T. V. trend, to be presented on 
May 18 and 19 in the college 
chapel. This show is to be jointly 
sponsored by Alpha Psi Omega 
and the Clemson Little Theatre. 
All members will be admitted on 
their season ticket. 
Many parts are still open and 
anyone interested is invited to try 
out. Tryouts will be held next 
Monday night in room 23 Main. 
A few of the parts still open are: 
Mike Hammer in the mystery skit, 
some male dancers for the chorus 
(girls provided), a hillbilly guitar 
band, some girls for parts in 
skits, and any vocalists who I 
would care to take part. 
Armor Second Year Advanced 
ROTC. Presentation by Colonel 
Richard J. Werner, Professor of 
Military Science and Tactics. 
COMMANDER BEST COM 
PANY—Medal awarded to Cadet 
Captain Carl B. Brabham of Dal 
zell, S. C, Commander of Com- 
pany A, 2nd Battalion. A pen- 
nant is presented for the company 
guidon, and each member of the 
company is entitled to a ribbon 
bar. Presentation by Miss Nelle 
Blanchard, Honorary Cadet Colo- 
nel. 
BEST DRILLED COMPANY 
Medal awarded to Cadet Captain 
Carl B. Brabham of Dalzell, S. C, 
Commanding Officer of Company 
A, 2nd Battalion. A pennant is 
presented for the company guidon, 
and each member of the company- 
is entitled to a ribbon bar. Pre- 
sentation by Miss Nelle Blanch- 
ard,  Honorary  Cadet  Colonel. 
LEADER BEST DRILLED 
PLATOON — Medal awarded to 
Cadet First Lieutenant Theodore 
R. Adams, Jr., of Timmonsville, 
S. C, leader of the 1st Platoon, 
Company A, 2nd Battalion. All 
platoon members are entitled to 
a ribbon bar. Presentation by Miss 
Nelle Blanchard, Honorary Cadet 
Colonel. 
LEADER BEST DRILLED 
SQUAD — Medal awarded to Ca- 
det- Sergeant John A. Templeton 
of Greenville, S. C„ leader of the 
1st Squad,  1st Platoon, Company 
B, 1st Battalion. Each member 
of the squad is entitled to a rib- 
bon bar. Presentation by Miss 
Nelle Blanchard, Honorary Cadet 
Colonel. 
NEATEST APPEARING CADET 
—Medal awarded by the Execu- 
tive Sergeants Club to Cadet Cor- 
poral Albert B.- Blanton, Jr. of 
Forest City, N. C, as the neatest 
appearing cadet of the Corps dur- 
ing the current school year. Pre- 
sentation by Miss Shirley McMil- 
lan, Honorary Cadet Sergeant. 
MARKSMANSHIP AWARDS — 
Medals presented by Colonel 
Richard J. Werner, Professor of 
Military Science and Tactics, in 
the name of the college to the fol- 
lowing cadets for their achieve- 
ments as members of the Army 
ROTC Rifle Team. 
Cadet James L. Moore — High 
Aggregate. 
Cadet James L. Moore—Kneel- 
ing Position. 
Cadet James L. Moore—Stand- 
ing Position. 
PROFESSOR RHODES 
(Continued from page 1) 
Tiger Brotherhood, Blue'Key, Tau 
Beta Phi, Phi Kappa Phi, the 
Fellowship Club, and was a 
founding member of the Forum 
Club. 
While serving in his capacity 
as head of the EE department, 
Mr. Rhodes has been President of 
the South Carolina Engineering 
Society, Chairman of the South 
Carolina Section of the American 
Society, Chairman of the South 
Carolina Section of the American 
Society of Engineering Education, 
and has been elected a "fellow" 
in the AIEE. 
In keeping up with his training, 
Prof. Rhodes has spent seven 
summers with industry. He also 
taught electrical ignition and 
starting systems to soldiers dur- 
ing World War I and courses in 
electrical engineering in the 
Army Training Program during 
World War II. 
Many readers already know 
that this semester marks Prof. 
Rhodes' swan song as far as 
teaching is concerned. A few 
days ago he announced his retire- 
ment. When asked to comment 
on his 42 years at Clemson, Mr. 
Rhodes said, "Well, we've been 
very close. Although assured of 
advancement at the University of 
North Dakota, my love for Clem- 
son drew me back. The greatest 
compensation a teacher has is 
not financial, but knowing of the 
achievements of his students and 
seeing them succeed." 
Then Professor Rhodes was ask- 
ed about his plans after retire- 
ment. He answered, "We have 
recently built a home here in 
Clemson and intend to spend a 
great portion of our time here 
because we love it so much. We 
do intend to travel some, how- 
ever, and I have been lookin for 
an oportunity to continue my 
studies." 
I can think of no better closing 
to this article than one written 
by one of Prof. Rhodes own stu- 
dents: "We shall leave Clemson, 
better, more suitably fitted for the 
tasks before us because of the 
knowledge, experience, and un- 
derstanding he has shared with 
us. We are indeed grateful for 
having had the opportunity of 
having been his students. Thank- 
ful for everything he has done in 
our behalf, we bid him farewell." 
Cadet SFC Thomas A. Watson- 
Prone Position. 
Cadet SFC Thomas A. Watson- 
Sitting Position. 
MARKSMANSHIP AWARDS— 
Medals presented by Colonel 
Lloyd H. Tull, Professor of Air 
Science and Tactics, in the name 
of the college to the- following ca- 
dets for their achievements as 
members of the Air Force ROTC 
Rifle Team: 
Cadet Paul P. Harrison—High 
Aggregate. 
Cadet Paul P. Harrison—Prone 
Position. 
Cadet Paul B. Harrison—Kneel- 
ing Position. 
Cadet 2nd Lt. John W. Moore- 
Sitting Position. 
Cadet 2nd Lt. Julian M. Cur- 
rie—Standing Position. 
J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY 
—E n g i n e e r s— 
GREENVILLE SOUTH CAROLINA 
II 
VISIT THE 
CLEMSON BOOK STORE 
FOR ALL YOUR SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
• •* 
ALL YOUR DRUG NEEDS MAY BE 
EASILY FOUND AT 
L C. MARTIN DRUG COMPANY 
CLEMSON, S. C. 
that there is a three way tie 
for the biggest butterball on the 
campus. It lies between Harry 
(Fat Boy) Lifrage. Nolton (Round 
Man) Hilderbrand, and Buck 
(Baloon Body) Priester. Take 
your pick. He (Oscar) says he 
can do without all three. 
OSl:AB  SAVB 
that  Ben   Crosland   is   sporting 
two shiners.    He    (Oscer)    h  'ies 
that "Nose"    got    them    from a 
baseball. 
—ORCAR   SAT3- 
that Joe Gibson wants to add 
his name to the list of "Jail 
Birds" (your name comes right 
after "Brown Jug" Lyons) You've 
heard the story of gasoline and 
alcohol. 
—OSCAR   SAYS— 
that Jack (I'm no Romeo, Just 
a Lover) Holland is the only drip 
on the campus who has been on 
room arrest more times than Ver- 
non (Rooster) Carlton. He Oscar 
is glad you punks are known for 
something. 
OSCAB   SAYS- 
that   Jim   (Piano  Red)   Harris 
had better start being a little 
more careful or he (Oscar) is 
going to miss that ugly face on 
the campus. 
St.*1?   SAYS 
that Jerry Jackson has been 
edged out as the biggest slouch 
on the campus. He (Oscar) says 
that Jack (Cruddy) Byrd has 
proved to be the worst yet. 
'13CA      SAYS 
that   Walt    (d—)    Cottingham 
liked his last appearance in Os- 
car. He (Oscar) says that if 
Walt would stay off the 190, he'd 
stay out of this column. 
GSOAR s<. ■ - 
that "Demp" and "Ferdie" 
(the chin brothers) think they 
are trouble with the women. He 
(Oscar) says they are trouble. 
The women have trouble getting 
rid of them. 
Wyatt Leader Of 
Jungaleers For 
The Coming Year 
Lynn Wyatt, electrical engi- 
neering junior from Florence, has 
been named leader of the Junga- 
leers for next year. Lynn has 
served three years with the or- 
ganization as pianist. He succeeds 
Bill Caughman, agricultural engi- 
neering senior of High Point, N. 
C, as leader. 
Fred Copeland, textile engineer- 
ing sophomore of Greer, was 
elected to succeed Gene Fersner, 
textile manufacturing senior of 
Orangeburg, as business manager. 
This weekend, the Jungaleers 
are playing at the Biltmore Coun- 
try Club in Asheville, North Car- 
olina. Their last engagement was 
with the Officers Club at Donald- 
son Air Force Base in Green- 
ville. 
--OSCAR SAYS 
that there  ain't much  to  Ted 
Banz—just another D— Yankee. 
OS( A: ■   SA ■ t- 
that Pete (Ugliest man on the 
campus) Wall is determined to 
stay here until Clemson turns 
co-ed. He (Oscar) believes Pete 
will still be here. 
—OSC \' <  SA YS—- 
that Bill (Pretty Boy) Caugh- 
man is improving. He goose steps 
almost as well as Bobby (Lovett) 
Plowden. 
-OSCAP   6AV9     * 
that Frankie (F. F.) Webb still j 
has the stink weed. Have the! 
rest of you punks given up try- j 
ing for the award? 
-O&CAK   SAYS— 
that Doug (Body Beautiful No. 
2) Kingsmore is getting to be a 
real glamor boy. He (Oscar) 
heard Doug say he was kept busy 
posing for photographers. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that all you boobs should know 
that Boscobel is opening next 
weekend. He (Oscar) says Pe- 
roxide Duncan will be the main 
attraction. 
-OSCAB   SAYS- 
that he will be glad when 
school is out so David Bell and 
Jack Ward  can get back to the 
beach to do their bumming. 
-osi AP  SAYS 
that   he   (Oscar)   wishes   Bill 
(Nature  Boy)  Yarborough would j 
stop disappointing everyone.    He 
(Oscar)    thought   we   were   rid( 
of this drip last  semester. 
Five Professors 
Attend Atlantic 
City Textile Meet 
Dr. Hugh M. Brown, Dean of 
the Clemson College School of 
Textiles, Professor J. H. Langston, 
Textile Chemistry Department, 
Associate Professors, T. A. Hend- 
ricks, Yarn Manufacturing De- 
partment, Howard L. Loveless, 
Textile Management Department, 
and J. C. Hubbard, Jr., of the 
Weaving and Designing Depart- 
ment, are attending the American 
Association's Textile Machinery 
Exhibition that is being held in 
Atlantic City during the week of 
April 26 through 30th. 
This exhibition of textile ma- 
chinery is held every four years. 
This year the association is cele- 
brating its 140th anniversary. 
Anyone attending this show will 
see the most textile machinery 
and equipment in operation ever 
assembled under one roof. 
MarriagePreparalion 
Discussed At Wesley 
Foundation Meeting 
"Preparing for Marriage" was 
the subject of a discussion at 
the Wesley Foundation meeting 
held last night, April 28, in the 
Methodist Church. Dr. G. W. 
Crawford, Sunday School teach- 
er, led the discussion and also 
presented a movie on the subject 
of marriage. 
Announcements were made this 
week of opportunities for work 
this summer. with the Methodist 
Church. The Regional Student 
Conference, a religious get-to- 
gether for students, is to be held 
at Lake Junaluska in North Caro- 
line the week of June 8 to 15. Al- 
so to take place during the sum- 
mer are religious Work Camps 
and Caravans. Further informa- 
tion about these activities may be 
obtained from Chandler Bryan. 
Counselors are needed for inter- 
mediate and senior camps at 
Camp York this  summer. 
A pre-camp training program 
for counselors is to be held July 
29 through August 2 at Camp 
York. Those interested in being 
counselors should contact Rev. 
Leo Ruppy, Jr., at the Methodist 
Board of Education, 1420 Lady 
Street, Columbia, S. C, who has 
more information and application 
forms available for interested 
persons. 
In the line of deputational 
activities, the Clemson Wesley 
Foundation has been invited by 
the Wesley Foundation of Fur- 
man University Women's College 
to join in a picnic on Tuesday, 
May 4. Those students interested 
in going should contact Joe 
O'Cain in his room. About 20 or 
25 students are included in the 
invitation. 
Vickery Attends 
Registrar's Meet 
K. N. Vickery, director of ad- 
mission at Clemson, attended the 
40th annual meeting of the Amer- 
ican Association of Collegiate 
Registrars and Admission Officers 
in St. Louis, Missouri, April 20-23. 
He is on a committee concerning 
high school relations. v 
Two of the featured speakers at 
the meeting were John Dale Rus- 
sell, chancellor and executive sec- 
retary of the New Mexico Board 
of Educational Finance, who 
spoke on "Current Problems in 
Higher Education" and Willard 
Goslin, professor at Peabody Col 
lege was the other speaker. 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
Alpha Phi Omega, national »er- 
vice fraternity will hold a ban- 
quet tonight, April 28, at 6:30 at 
the Clemson House. 
The banquet is being held for 
the new members. New officers 
will be installed at the banquet. 
The new officers are: John 
Templeton, Mike Ashmore, Leon 
Cooper, Don Harrison, Bob Mc- 
Clure, and Bob Parker. 
LET YOUR 
MONEY 
EARN MORE 
Accounts Insured To 
$10,000. Accounts 
Opened by 10th Earn as of 
The 1st of the Month. 
3% 
Per Annum 
Current 
Dividends 
FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS & 
LOAN ASSOCIATION 
J. B. WOODSON, President 
107 N. Main Street Anderson, S. C. 
STOP  AT 
PAT'S PLACE 
For 
Sandwiches and Shakes 
Open  Ti] Midnight Nightly 
COOL PALM BEACH SLACKS AT 
HOKE SLOANS 
ALSO SUMMER UNIFORM PANTS- 
WHITE SHOES ARE RIGHT 
SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO. 
Sporting Goods Hardware 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
HO WD YOU LIKE TO. 
earn $5000 
a year... 
be an officer in 
the air force... 
get an exciting 
head start in 
jet aviation... 
AND 
belong 
to a great 
flying 
team? 
(Insert name and rank of 
Selection Team head) and 
Aviation Cadet Selection 
Team (insert no. of team) 
are coming to (insert name 
of city) to show you how. 
They'll be here in (insert 
no. of days). Meet them at 
(insert address of local resi- 
dence)  daring their stay. 
WRITE OR CONTACT 
Copt. Robert E. Coates, 
Aviation Cadet Selection Team No. 
306, Donaldson AFB, Greenville.S.C. 
PICTURES AT CLEMSON T 
"ON THE CAMPUS 
————^^—        ——,—.»—»—■—— 
THURSDAY, APRIL 29TH— 
"MARTIN LUTHER" 
_. Also "THE MAN BETWEEN" with James Mason, Claire Bloom 
FRIDAY, APRIL 30TH— 
I 1 MARTIN LUTHER r r 
Also "ONE MINUTE TO ZERO", with Ann BIyth, Robert Mltchum 
SATURDAY, MAY 1ST— 
r r MARTIN LUTHER r r 
Also double feature — "NO ESCAPE and 
"SOUTH SEA WOMAN", Bnrt Lancaster, Virginia Mayo 
MONDAY, MAY 3RD- 
r r THUNDERBIRDS 
with JOHN DEREK, JOHN BARRYMORE 
r r 
TUESDAY, MAY 4TB 
rr OVERLAND PACIFIC 
with JACK MAHONEY, PEGGIE CASTLE 
rr 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 5TH— 
rr DRUMS OF TAHITI rr 
with DENNIS O'KEEFE, PATRICIA MEDINA 
OTHER PICTURES COMING INCLUDE:  
"JUBILEE TRAIL" with Vera Ralston, Forrest Tucker, "FROM 
HERE TO ETERNITY" with Burt Lancaster, "CALAMITY JANE" 
with Doris Day, Howard Keel, "BLOOD ON THE MOON" with 
Robert Mitchum, "ESCAPE TO FREEDOM", 'TORT TV. 
;1& 
^^^^gj^^Sg^^ 
How the stars got started... 
Dick Powell says; "At Little Rock College, 
Ark., I began singing with a choral group. 
This was followed by dance-orchestra jobs 
all over the Mid-West — and finally to 
Hollywood. After 40 pictures, typed as a 
•crooner', I finally won a 'tough guy' role — 
and really got going!" 
Start smoking Camels 
yourself! 
Smoke only Camels for 30 days — 
see for yourself why Camels' cool, 
genuine mildness and rich, friendly 
flavor give more people more pure 
pleasure than any other cigarette! 
d 
/ 
ACTfis-rnaaucHMHR&CTOs # «OWES :««> mtvistw 
PICKED CAMELS AS 
BEST 18 YEARS AGO AND 
WE'V/E BEEN THE BEST OF 
FRIENDS EVER SINCEi CAMELS' 
FRIENDLY FLAVOR AND 
MILDNESS HAVE ALWAYS 
AGREED WITH ME/ 
%± 
/' 
■<% 
CAMELS 
XJLVKX\IJ£!I W11XX JLVAWXIAV MTdV/JL I#Fi • • • • 
CAMELS LEAD 
IN{SALES BY RECORD 
New tit not ionw id • figures* fram tha 
leading  industry analyst, Harry 
M.    Wootten,   show   Camele 
now 50 8/10%  ah.ad  of 
•til. second-plot, brand 
— biggest preference 
lead in historyl 
•Published In 
Printers' Ink, 13M 
■kysQ*' ft. J. SWnoldsT.baeceCSk 
Winston-Salem. N. G. 
I THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE ! 
m* 
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Tigers Split Pair With Duke, First ACC 
TMES 
By—t-Frank Anderson 
--BASKETBALL'S LONG, HARD GRIND 
The Tuesday following our return from Easter holidays, 
the Clemson varsity basketball team began perhaps the most 
distasteful chore assigned to them—that of spring practice. 
Quite a few people donH realize that the basketballers 
have to go through the same ordeal as our gridmen, just 
to give us, the spectators, a better show. Basketball spring 
practice rules are the same as those for football. A team 
is given thirty days in which to complete a twenty-day 
training period. 
Hopefuls from this year's frosh quintet and returnees 
from our varsity squad are traveling to Pendleton every day 
to hold practice sessions in the Pendleton High School gym- 
nasium. This was necessitated through the use of our 
gymnasium as a temporary dining hall. 
Like in football, basketball spring practice is a preview of 
things to expect next year. 
—PATTON TAKES BIG JUMP 
Dr. Mark Hawthorne, superintendent of the Anderson 
school system, recently announced that Bob Patton, former 
football star for the Clemson Tigers, will succeed Ralph 
Jenkins as head football coach at Boys High in Anderson. 
This is quite a jump for the ex-Tiger great, who last year 
coached Daniel High, a consolidation of Clemson, Six Mile 
and Central High Schools. 
While at Clemson, Patton starred as tackle and captained 
the undefeated Orange Bowl champions of 1951. 
After leaving Tigertown, Bob played a season of profes- 
sional football for the New York Giants. 
Jack Miller, former e"xtra point specialist for the Bengals, 
and Jack Harper, star Presbyterian College quarterback of 
a few years back, will assist Patton in his coaching duties. 
—THREE TIG LINKMEN TRAVEL TO SOUTHERN 
The three top Tiger golfers, Leonard Yaun, Bill Johnson, 
and John Woodward left for Athens, Georgia yesterday to 
participate in the 1954 Intercollegiate Golf Tournament at 
the par 72 Athens Country Club course. 
Twenty six colleges from all over the South have entered 
teams or individuals in the tourney. 
Top-seeded in the fast field of individuals are Eddie Mer- 
rins of Louisiana State and Arnold Palmer, Wake Forest's 
ace. Merrins won the event last year while Palmer cap- 
tured the title a few years back. 
—THE TOP MEN 
The top ten hitters in the Atlantic Coast Conference are 
listed below: 
G       AB       R 
Barbee, Virginia 12       46       12 
Turney, N. C. State 7 
Crocker, Clemson 15 
Spangler, Duke ! 14 
Gravitte, N. C. 10 
Baden, Maryland 
Coker, Clemson _ 
Brazell, S. C. ,  
Williams, N. C. _ 
Tarr, Duke __ 
..-11 
+.15 
_.ll 
__12 
_14 
30 
58 
53 
51 
46 
70 
46 
47 
56 
12 
22 
15 
12 
11 
13 
5 
10 
H 
23 
12 
22 
20 
19 
17 
25 
15 
16 
19 
PCT. 
.500 
.400 
.379 
.377 
.373 
.368 
.357 
.341 
.340 
.339 
—FOR THE RECORD 
This is my last issue of the TIGER in which I will act 
as sports editor. It is with reluctance that I give up this 
position. 
My year as sports editor of the TIGER has been great. 
Although some of our athletic teams did not end up on 
top of the statistics in their venture, I know for a fact 
that there could be no greater bunch of boys. 
This year I have run into many individuals who have 
aided in getting out this sports page. 
First of all I would like to thank the athletes them- 
selves, for giving us something to write about. 
Brent Breedin, sports publicist at Clemson, has been a 
great help to me in giving me ideas as well as informa- 
tion. 
I would like to thank the entire coaching staff at 
Clemson for their cooperation and information. 
To Roger Yike, Bob Wheeler, John Duffie and others 
who have written sports this year, I want to thank for 
everything. The majority of what is written on the 
sports pages of the TIGER has been their work and it 
has been excellent. A person couldn't ask for a better 
bunch of boys to work with. 
For the remainder of this year and next year, I am 
turning this job over to Lew Cromer. Lew is the 
hardest of workers and knows his sports like a book. 
I'm positive he'll make you a fine sports editor. I wish 
him luck with the job. 
Remember, they'll always be our team—win or lose. 
M' HUGH CALLS 
SWIM TEAM 
FOR PRACTICE 
Coach Carl McHugh has just 
announced plans for spring 
practice for the 1954-55 Clem- 
son swimming; team. Coach 
McHugh expressed the desire 
for all students wishing to go 
out for next year's team to re- 
port do . n ;r) ' « V3ICA pool in 
the next few days. 
The Clemson tankmen are to 
run up against a very rough 
schedule, and Coach McHugh 
expressed the need for more 
boys to come out for the team. 
He stated "We are going to have 
a very rough schedule next year 
and in order to stand, up against 
other teams in the state and 
conference, we are going to 
have to produce a better team 
than has represented Clemson 
in the past. I feel that there 
are a lot of boys at Clemson 
who possess excellent ability 
and could aid the team greatly 
if they would just come out. 
They just don't realize their 
own capabilities. I wish that 
all students who think there is 
even a remote possibility of 
their aiding the team next year 
would  come  on  out." 
Tiger Netmen Lose 
Second Match, 5-4 To 
Furman Hurricanes 
Furmari University's tennis 
team took their second victory 
over Coach Hoke Sloans charges 
by a 5-4 count on the Clemson 
Courts. 
James, . Kinsey, and Moxley 
won their singles matches for the 
Tigers, while Si and James cop- 
ped their doubles match. 
Summary: Singles 
Maddox (F) defeated Si, 6-2, 6-4 
James  (C)  defeated Parham 6-1, 
T'-5 
Cothran    (F)    defeated Seabrook, 
6-3, 3-6, 7-5 
Kinsey   (C)   defeated   Price,   6-0, 
6-2 
Moxley (C) defeated Rogers, 6-1, 
6-1 
Mitchell     (F)     defeated  Nickles, 
10-8, 6-3 
Doubles: 
Maddox and Mitchell (F) de- 
feated Kinsey and Seabrook, 6-2, 
6-0 
James and Si (C) defeated 
Sawyer and Parham, 6-2, 6-1 
Rogers and Price (F) defeated 
Moxley and Lander, 3-6, 8-6, 6-3. 
Tigers Take Carolina 
To Even Tennis Series 
The Clemson netmen revenged 
an earlier loss at the hands of 
the South Carolina Gamecocks by 
defeating the Carolina racque- 
teers by the margin of 5-4, Mon- 
day afternoon at Columbia. 
The two rivals split the singles, 
3-3, but the Tigers took two out 
of three doubles contests to win 
the match. 
The Summary: 
Singles: 
Dick James (C) defeated Wally 
Poore,  12-10, 8-6. 
Gene Moxley (C) defeated John 
Speer, 6-2   6-2. m 
Jimmy Potter (SC) defeated 
Khin Si, 6-2, 2-6, 6-4. 
Bob Arial (SC) defeated Phil 
Nickles, 3-6, 6-1, 6-2. 
Bill Seabrook (O) defeated John 
Heinz,   1-6,   6-3,   6-3. 
Knox Sherer (SC) defeated 
Chandler Kinsey,  7-5, 6-2. 
Doubles: 
James and Si (C) defeated 
Poore and Potter, 6-1,'6-3. 
Seer and Sherer (SC) defeated 
Moxley and Nickles, 6-2, 5-7, 7-t> 
Seabrook and Kinsey (C) de- 
feated Heinz and Arial, 6-2, 7-9, 
6-2. 
Carter leads the pack in the 880 yard run in 
Saturday's track meet with the Presbyterian 
Blue Hose.    Carter has been a consistent winner 
in the 880 and 440 in all meets for the Tigers. 
The Blue Hose edged out the Tigs 66-65. (TIGER 
sports photo by Jack Trimmier.) 
Tigs Take Opener, 5-4; 
Devils Win Second, 11-0 
N. Carolina Tar 
Heels Meet Tigs In 
Two This Week 
The Tiger baseballers return 
home Friday and Saturday to 
face the Tar Heels of North 
Carolina. The Tigers, under 
Coach Smith, are currently 'pos- 
sessing a 6-1 Conference record 
—tops in the ACC. The Tigers 
saw their string of- 11 straight 
victories broken by Duke. 
North Carolina currently has 
a 2-4 Conference record and 
pending the outcome of their 
encounter with N. C. State on 
Tuesday afternoon, were in a 
last place tie with South Caro- 
lina in the Atlantic loop stand- 
ings. 
North Carolina will bring a 
veteran aggregation to face the 
Tigers this weekend. The North 
Carolina crew copped the South- 
ern Conference crown last 
season and have three hitters 
batting over the .300 mark. 
Tar Heel outfielder Connie 
Gravitte currently leads his 
teammates with a .373 batting 
average and is challenging the 
Tiger's Doug Kingsmore in the 
homerun department with four 
roundtrippers. Bobby Williams, 
third sacker (.340) and i first 
baseman Joe Mosier (.322) fol- 
low Gravitte. 
North Carolina will probably 
start their ace righthander, Joe 
Morgan, against the Country 
Gentlemen in one of the tilts. 
Morgan is currently undefeated 
with a 2-0 record. Charlie Ay- 
cok (3-2) and Tom Maultsby 
(2-2) both righthanders, will 
also be ready for action. 
The Tigers plan to start Leon- 
ard Humphries, (4-0) and Billy 
O'Dell (5-1), against the Tar 
Heels. 
Towle, Reed and 
Barton Sterling 
and 
Many Other Nationally 
Advertised Quality 
Lines 
McLEES BROS. 
JEWELERS 
Anderson, S. C. - Seneca, S. C. 
Phone 406 Phone 740 
TIGER TAVERN 
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House 
NOW OPEN ALL DAY 
OPEN ON THURSDAYS 
Hours: 7 a. m. Til Midnight 
WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES 
When You Join 
The "Men Who Measure"... 
Wh«n you leove tcnv.l at an •nginecr and 
join th* ranks of lhe> "men who measure." you'll 
want th* moil accurate and durable measuring 
tapes, lufkin Chrome Clad Tapes ARE the most 
accurate and durable because their markings are 
bonded to the tine and protected by multiple 
platings of metal that also protect the fine steel 
in the line. This oH-melat line is longest wearing 
— it won't crack, chip, peel — is easiest to keep 
clean —it most rust and corrosion resistant. 
Chrome Clad Tapes are th* choice of engineers 
the world over. 
Whether you're running a survey, building a 
bridge or a building, railroading, road building, 
mining or drilling — there's a lufkin measuring 
tape exactly right for the job. 
Specify lufkin when you get out on the job — 
send today for our free catalog. 
4   THI fUFKIN   RULE   COMPANY 
1AGINAW     Mi <*W I a AM S 1 , ICH G N 
r 
i 
i 
i 
THI lUfKlN MM CO* 
Oenffemem 
Saglnaw, MMl. 
Fleas* send me your Mtettrared catalog of meosurin*. 
tapes and rulei. 
I 
I 
I 
Bengal Cindermen Edged 
By Blue Stockings, 66-65 
The Clemson College cindermen 
lost a hotly contested track meet 
to the Presbyterian College    Blue 
Hose 66-65  in  a meet held    last 
Saturday on the Clemson track. 
The Tigers, who have now lost 
two meets this year, dominated 
the field events while the Blue 
Stockings   emerged   as   victors 
in the majority  of    the    track 
events. 
The Bengals captured seven 
firsts, five ■ of which were in the 
field events, while the Presbyte- 
rian squad captured eight firsts. 
J. D. Johnson was the leading 
scorer of the meet with 111-4 
points. He took a first in the 100 
yard dash, 220 yard dash, and 
ran on the winning mile relay 
team. 
Cecil Kirby was the Tigs high 
scorer   of   the  afternoon   as   he 
won a first in the shot put and 
another first in the discus. 
Summary: 
100—1. Johnson, (P) 2. Vass. 
(P)  3. Bryant  (P).  :10.1. 
220—1. Johnson, (P), 2. Vass, 
(P), 3. Bryant, (P). :22.1. 
440—1. Tyler, (P), 2. Carter 
(C), 3. Buck,  (C).  :51.2. 
880—1. Carter, (C), 2. Laws, 
(P), 3. Stone, (C). 2:08.2. 
One mile—1.. Shane, (C), 2. 
Fesperman, (P), 3. Prince, (P). 
4:45. 
220 low hurdles—1. Falls, (P), 
2. Mason, (C), 3. Hancock, (P). 
:25.3. 
120 high hurdles—1. Hancock 
(P), 2. Bowen, (C), 3. Mason 
(C). :16. 
Two-mile—1. Fesperman, (P) 
2. Prince, (P), 3. Counts, (C) 
(Continued   on  Page Six) 
The Tigers are still on top. 
Their split with Duke this week- 
end gives them a 6-1 Conference 
record, pacing the Atlantic Coast 
loop. 
The Tiger baseballers fought out 
a hard 5-4 victory over the Duke 
Blue Devils on the basis of long 
ball hitting in their Friday en- 
counter at Durham. They fared 
less fortunate in the Saturday 
game when their eleven game 
winning skein was snapped by the 
four hit pitching of Turner. The 
Duke nine graund out an 11-0 
shutout over the Bengals. 
FRIDAY'S  GAME 
Four extra base jj? clouts and 
clutch pitching by starter Leon- 
ard Humphries and reliever Billy 
O'Dell allowed the Tigers to notch 
their ninth straight victory and 
their sixth Conference triumph. 
Kingsmore and Bobby Morris had 
timely round trippers for the Tig- 
ers. Kingsmore's coming in the 
first with Barnett on and Bobby's, 
his first of the season, coming at 
the beginning of the second. The 
Tigers scored twice in the seventh 
on back to back triples by Eoy 
Coker and Barry Crocker and a 
single by Barnett. 
Starter Leonard Humphries 
weakened in the eighth but O'Dell 
came on and put down the rally. 
Leonard received credit for the 
win, his fourths without a set- 
back. 
THE BOX— 
Clemson ab 
Coker,  2b _ __5 
Crocker,  ss        5 
Barnett, If , 5 
Kingsmore, cf 4 
W. Morris, 3b 4 
Gaines, rf 3 
B. Morris, c 2 
Humphries, p  4 0 0 0 
O'Dell, p : 0 0 0 1 
Totals 36 9 27 10 
Duke                            ab h 0 * 
Spangler, cf 3 2 1 0 
Brewer, ss 4 1 3 1 
Smith,  rf 4 1 0 0 
Tarr,   c   _  5 1 5 1 
Kirkpatrick,  lb  5 1 0 2 
Clapp,   If  4 0 5 0 
Fesperman, 3b  2 0 2 0 
LeClergl,   3b 0 0 0 0 
Rodio, 2b 3 1 0 4 
Moy'an, 2b j ^_1 0 0 1 
Blackburn, p ..„ 2 1 1 1 
Goodman, p 0 0 0 0 
a-Dut'man 1 0 0 0 
Kreutzer, p 1 1 0 0 
Swetenburg, lb 4 
Totals     -.35    5 27 10 
a-Flied out for Goodman to 
seventh. 
Clemson 210 000 200—5 
Duke ...... =_ .. _ 1.010 010 020—4 
Clemson: 9 hits, 5 runs, 2 errors, 
7 left. 
Duke: 5 hits, 4 runs, 3 errors, 
11 left. 
SATURDAY'S GAME 
Clemson- lost it's first contest 
in 12 encounters when the Coun- 
try Gentlemen bowed to the Blue 
Devils Saturday afternoon. Clem- 
son hopes were jolted when the 
Tigers' big left-handed ace, O'Dell, 
was forced to leave the contest 
with a sore arm after having 
pitched only one inning. Turner, 
for the Blue Devils, hurled a 
shutout. He permitted only four 
scattered hits to the Bengals dur- 
ing the evening. 
Big Dick Brewer led the Duke 
attack with two triples and bat- 
ted in 5 runs, his second triple 
coming with the sacks loaded in 
(Continued  on Page  Six) 
TURNER'S SERVICE STATION 
Gulfpride Motor Oil Washing 
Gulf Anti-Knock Gasoline - Greasing 
LOCATED   ON   SENECA   HIGHWAX 
Steaks - Chops 
and 
Delicious Short 
Orders 
KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE 
CLEMSON, S. C. 
ITS ALL A MATTER OF TASTE 
tawrence College 
When you come right down to it, you 
smoke for one simple reason... enjoy- 
ment. And smoking enjoyment is all a 
matter of taste. Yes, taste is what counts 
in a cigarette. And Luckies taste better. 
Two facts explain why Luckies taste 
better. First, L.S./M.F.T.-Lucky Strike 
means fine tobacco... light, mild, good- 
tasting tobacco. Second, Luckies are ac- 
tually made better to taste better... 
always round, firm, fully packed to draw 
freely and smoke evenly. 
So, for the enjoyment you get from 
better taste, and only from better taste, 
Be Happy—Go Lucky. Get a pack or a 
carton of better-tasting Luckies today. 
smoke* 
isay* 
!*esSfiaB» 
Ford R- Maddicfc 
Kansas UmvetuV 
till! 
A4dr**t_ 
Cil*_ 
COPR., THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY 
LUCKIES TASTE BETTER CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER I 
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Kingmore Kills Opponent 
Pitching And Hitting 
By Roger Yike 
Hard hitting and flawless fielding Doug Kingsmore is 
presently enjoying his best season as a member of the Tiger 
baseball team. Doug is currently high in the Atlantic Coast 
Conference standings in the stolen bases, home runs and 
runs-batted-in departments. 
Kingsmore, who is a native of 
Union,   South   Carolina,   is   play- 
ing his third and last season as a 
Tiger   regular.     He   is   over   the 
.300 mark in hitting for the third 
straight   year.     This   is   the   big 
reason why Doug is batting in the 
clean up spot for the Bengals. 
Although he has always been 
on the top  in  the  batting  de- 
partment,  the  main  reason  he 
is such a valuable asset to the 
Tiger  baseball   fortunes   is  his 
terrific   defensive   play   in   the 
outfield. 
During   his    sophomore    year, 
Doug played in leftfield, and last 
season he was patroling the right- 
field   pasture.     This   season,   he 
has been moved to the centerfield 
slot, and has really come into his 
own with    his    daring    defensive 
play in the  1954 season. 
Not    many     outfielders    can 
boast of a perfect season with 
no errors charged against them. 
But Doug has played for three 
years   as   a   Tiger regular and 
never    been    charged  with   a 
single miscue.   This is probably 
the only college baseball play- 
er who  can  boast  of  this re- 
markable record. 
The  best  fielding  performance 
he has given this year was in a 
recent game with North Carolina 
State.   Kingsmore made two suc- 
cessive catches    in    the    seventh 
inning of a very close ball game 
to rob the visiting Wolfpack bats- 
men of almost sure hits. 
John Yvars, State slugger, 
slammed a pitch to deepest cen- 
terfield for sure extra bases. But 
Kingsmore was off with the ball, 
and made a spectacular running 
catch for the second out of the 
inning. The next State batsman 
sliced a pitch into short left cen 
terfield, but again Kingsmore was 
on the spot, making the catch al- 
most at his shoestrings. These 
typical examples of the daring 
fielding that Doug does, along 
with the booming hits from his 
bat, prove why he is so valuable 
to the Tigs. 
Kingsmore is the  veteran  of 
semi-pro ball in the fast Green- 
ville    County    Textile    League 
and hit    well    over    .300  last 
summer.    This all-round  play- 
er    was    the    second    leading 
homerun    producer    and    was 
named    the    All-Star    game's 
"outstanding hitter". 
Doug is a senior and majoring 
in education.    He would like to 
try to make a start with the pro- 
fessionals when he leaves Clem- 
son.    With  his  speed,   a   strong 
throwing arm,  and good eye for 
the ball, he should have a very 
good  chance  of  making  good  in 
the tough professional circuits. 
Clemson Linksters 
Win Match 
With Blue Hose 
Baby Tigers 
Undefeated 
On Diamond 
Clemson's freshman diamond- 
men, featured by timely power at 
the plate, continued their winning 
ways in four games this past 
week. The Cubs' record now 
stands at seven victories against 
no setbacks. 
FURMAN FRESHMAN 
Cub fireballer Don Shealy rack- 
ed up his fourth straight win of 
the season when the Baby Ben- 
gals defeated the Furman fresh- 
men 13-8. The undefeated Shea- 
ly needed help from Watson in 
the later innings. 
Tig    third - baseman    Harry 
Hicks, now hitting at a sizzling 
clip, rapped  out a double  and 
two singles in four official ap- 
pearances at the plate to lead 
the Cub hitters.    Brown, Grif- 
fith, Crisp, and Stone each had 
two hits. 
Harry     Hamel,    starting     and 
losing Furman hurler, and Buddy 
Stephenson     spear - headed     the 
Hornet offense with three safeties 
apiece.    Hamel's included a dou- 
ble and a triple. 
Hamel gave up the mound du- 
ties in the bottom of the third 
and switched positions with first- 
baseman Bobby Bridgeman. 
Bridgeman allowed but three hits 
and one run the rest of the way. 
Linescore: 
Clemson 165 100 OOx—13 
Furman 001 200 113— 8 
NORTH GREENVILLE 
JUNIOR COLLEGE 
Reliefer Joe Watson and stick- 
man Carroll Brown turned in the 
Cubs' top performances when 
they defeated North Greenville 
Junior College 10-8. 
Watson   nipped   a   three-run 
rally by NGJC in the top of the 
ninth by setting down the first 
three   men   who   faced  him   in 
order.      Cotton    had    pitched 
creditably up to this point and 
received credit for the win. 
Left   fielder   Carol   Brown   of 
Kingstree tagged three singles in 
five trips, being the only Cub to 
garner more than one hit 
NGJC's Allen had a triple, 
double, and a single in five trips 
to lead the losers. 
Simmons, the loser started on 
the mound for the Mountaineers. 
Reharsals For MDon Juan 
In Hell'7 Enters Last Week 
Play To Be Presented May 5-7 
In New Chemistry Auditorium 
The Clemson Little Theater players are this week com- 
pleting rehearsals for their May 5, 6. 7th presentation in the 
new Chemistry Auditorium of "Don Juan in Hell." The play, 
a three act dream sequence from G. B. Shaw's "Man and Su- 
perman," is the Clemson group's first attempt in a form of 
drama, now called the "reading," in which major emphasis 
is placed not on physical action or conventional stage effects, 
but on oral interpretation of the dialogue. 
Two of the loudest and most, in "Born Yesterday" and "The 
garrulous of the four participants Moon is Blue."   And his charac- 
appearing in the Shavian debate F^1™5 h/™ ™fd from ^e 
muddle-headed Gentleman Caller 
of "The Glass Menagerie," to the 
Billy O'Dell Top 
Hurler For Bengals 
Presbyterian College closed out 
its home season Monday with a 
11 ¥2612 loss to the Tiger links- 
men. The Tigers took the Blue 
Hose in 5 pairings out of seven. 
Medalist for the afternoon was j He  was  relieved by  Blackwood. 
Linescore: Presbyterian's Warren Mays, who 
carded a 74 over the par 72 Lake- 
wood Country Club course at 
Clinton. 
The summary: 
Yaun   (C)   d. Odum 2-1. 
Mays (PC) d. Johnson 3-0. 
Odum and Mays d. Yaun and 
Johnson   2%-12. 
Woodward (C) d. Dobson 3-0. 
ThornhiU (C) d. Mabe 3-0. 
Woodward and Thornhill d. 
Dodson and Mabe 3-0. 
N. G. J. C. _ 000 030 113— 8 
Clemson __ _ 010 403 02x—10 
AIKEN HIGH 
Clemson's Baby Tigers grabbed 
four big runs in the bottom of 
the first inning and coasted to a 
7-5 victory over Aiken High 
School. 
Lennie  Middleton,   the   second 
of three   Tig   hurlers,    received 
credit for the win.   He took over 
for starter Charlie Bussey in the 
(Continued  on Page Six) 
By Frank Anderson 
Billy O'Dell, Clemson southpaw 
and former leading pitcher in the 
Atlantic Coast Conference posted 
his first loss of the 1954 season 
after pitching a single inning 
against the Duke Blue Devils. Up 
until Saturday's contest O'Dell 
held a 5-0 record, tops in the 
conference. 
O'Dell's lead-losing defeat came 
on one of those once-in-a-season 
happenings. The fireballing left- 
hander caught the nod from 
Coach Bob Smith to toe the rub- 
ber in the second game of a series 
with the Duke Blue Devils. Dur- 
ing the initial inning the Dukes 
pushed across one unearned run 
to take the lead. Returning to 
the bench after the first three 
outs, O'Dell complained of a sore 
arm. Rather than take a chance 
on losing O'Dell for the remaind- 
er of the season, Coach Smith 
hailed another Clemson hurler to 
take over.   At the end of the ball 
game, Duke emerged on top 11-0. 
The fact that one run was scored 
aainst O'Dell gave him the loss 
and turned the league lead over 
(Continued  on Page Six) 
are Don Juan, himself, and that 
tirelessly nefarious gentleman, 
Senor Satan. And in the coming 
production, these two gentlemen 
will be represented by John Ben- 
nett and Joe Young. 
Mr. Young, of the Architectural 
School, has been a vital force in 
virtually every aspect of Little 
Theater work for the past few 
years. He has appeared in such 
productions as "Berkeley Square," 
"If Men Played Cards as Women 
Do," "Squaring the Circle," "The 
Glass Menagerie," and "The Lit- 
tle Foxes." 
In 1952, he directed the one- 
act play "Family Album," and 
in the 1953 and 1954 seasons suc- 
cessively produced "Born Yester- 
day," and "The Moon is Blue." 
As the range of Mr. Young's 
dramatic activities is impressive, 
so too is the versatility with 
which he has conducted those ac- 
tivities. Production problems, al- 
ways difficult for the Clemson 
group, were admirably overcome 
very   sinister   and   unscrupulous 
Ben of "The Little Foxes." 
As Satan, in "Don Juan," he 
becomes the eloquent spokesman 
for "the futility of effort" philos- 
ophy which offers as a purpose 
and end of life the fullest de- 
velopment and realization of 
man's power to experience plea 
sure. 
His long-winded opponent in this 
debate is Don Juan, who argues 
that man's ratiocinative and phil- 
osophical powers are his only 
justification and salvation in the 
universe. 
As the ex-libertine Spaniard is 
John Bennett, whose appearance 
in "Don Juan" is his seventh 
role in Little Theater plays. The 
other plays include "Hay Fever," 
"Suppressed Desires," "Squaring 
the Circle," "The Little Foxes," 
"Born Yesterday," and "The 
Glass Menagerie." He directed 
"Born Yesterday" in 1953, and 
has since aided in publicity for 
"The Moon is Blue," and "Har- 
vey." 
The cast for "Don Juan in Hell* 
is completed by Ann Bond, at 
Dona Ana, and Tony Ellner, as 
Don Gonzalo. The play is being 
directed by Mr. J. P. Winter, who 
adds "Don Juan" to a memorable 
list of directions including "Hay 
Fever" and "The Glass Menag- 
erie"; and it is being produced by 
John Hunter, who recently ap- 
peared as Elwood Dowd in "Har- 
vey." 
FANT#S CAMERA 
SHOP 
Everything in 
PHOTOGRAPHIC    SUPPLIES 
ANDERSON. S. C. 
A CAMPUS-TO-CAREER CASE HISTORY 
New Shipment 
of 
Swimming Trunks, 
Summer Pants 
and 
Slip-Over Shirrs 
JUST ARRIVED! 
ESQUIRE 
"SHOPS FOR MEN" 
Clemson     —     Greenville 
''Training can really be interesting. I 
found that out when I joined A.T.&T.'s 
Long Lines Department after getting 
my B.A. at Cincinnati and my M.A. at 
Michigan in '52. Long Lines is the 
organization specializing in Long Dis- 
tance communications. I was put in the 
training program, and there wasn't a 
dull minute. 
"For instance, one of my jobs in the 
Traffic Department was estimating the 
exact number of calls that would be 
placed in a city on Christmas Day. My 
estimate was off by only 68 calls! 
"Then in the Plant Department, I 
made a study of damage done to a certain 
cable. Found out that the most damage 
occurred in an area used by hunters. 
Some special public relations work 
among hunters helped improve that 
situation. 
AM o 
DICK WALLNEB, '52, left a 
trail of work as he whirled 
through a year of telephone 
training. Here he recalls 
the variety of his training jobs. 
(Reading time: 36 seconds) 
"And in the Commercial Department, 
I helped analyze the communication prob- 
lems of one of the largest textile com- 
panies—it had widespread offices and 
plants. The recommendations made are 
now in use. 
"The variety in my training has carried 
over to my regular job here in Cincinnati. 
My job is to see that good service is 
maintained for private line customers — 
pipeline and power companies, theater 
TV and the like. Every day is different. 
"As far as I am concerned, I've found 
my career" 
Like so many college people who have joined 
the Bell System, Dick has a job he enjoys. 
There are also job opportunities with other 
Bell Telephone Companies, the Bell Tele- 
phone Laboratories, Western Electric and 
Sandia Corporation. This is a good time to 
see your Placement Officer for full details. 
BELL TELEPHONE   SYSTEM 
SHOP   WITH 
E A S E... by read- 
ing the ads in.... 
The Independent 
and Daily Mail 
TELEPHONE 
2000 
now, for details about 
placing your Want Ad 
for results! .... 
YOU DONT HAVE TO BE A SHERLOCK HOLMES 
to find the bargains you want in every category 
of merchandise and services. Use our Ads when 
shopping for anything from 'denims to dainties'. .. 
from 'homes to housewares' .... from 'mink to 
muskrat' .... for complete satisfaction. And, if 
you have a car to sell, a room to rent, or "stow- 
away" items eating space in your attic or garage, 
the Want Ads will take them off your hands .... 
put money in your pocket! 
Wit Anderson Hn&qratkttf 
MORNING and SUNDAY 
Associated Press—International News Service—North American Newspaper Alliance 
Mill MIktl* 
EVENING 
WILTON E. HALL, Publisher 
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Among the acts to be presented at the Beta 
Sigma Chi Varsity Show to be held May 6, in 
the College Chapel, will be the can-can, hula, 
and  tap dance.    Among   those  taking   part  in 
the  all-Anderson  girl  acts  are   (left to  right) 
Patricia   Patterson,   Georgie     Lou     Thompson, 
Gerry Gal/oway, Mary Ann Car, Barbara Emb- 
ler, Emily  Chamblee,  and Helen  Anderson. 
Beta Sigma Chi 
To Sponsor Show 
Next Thursday 
The second annual Variety 
Show presented by Beta Sigma 
Chi will be given in the College 
Auditorium Thursday night, May 
6, at seven o'clock. 
The show is directed by Elise 
Crain, featuring some twenty- 
five girls from Anderson. 
The program consists of fifteen 
songs and dance acts along with 
several skits. It also features 
Lynn Wyatt and his "Combo". 
An added attraction will be Mon- 
ty Osteen's "Dixie Land. Five" 
which previously appeared in the 
Mu Beta Psi musical show. 
The program for the variety- 
Show follows. 
1. Can Can . . . Helen Anderson, 
Edna Jo Brissey, Barbara Embler, 
Emily Chamblee, June Gassaway, 
and Landliss Moore. 
2. Spanish Dance . . . Vocal Ger- 
ry Galloway, Dancer Nancy 
Drake. 
3. Secret Love . . . Georgia Lou 
Thompson 
4. Dancing in the Dark . . . So- 
loist June Gassaway, ■ Group— 
Gail Teasley, Patsy Turner, Pa- 
tricia Patterson, Georgia Lou 
Thompson. 
5. Toe Tap . . . Mimi Smith 
6. Solo . . . Barbara Embler 
7. Hula . . . Soloist Gerry Gal- 
loway. Group—Emily Chamblee, 
Edna Jo Brissy, Cili Pruitt, Nan- 
cy Drake, and Mimi Smith. 
8. Charleston . . . Helen Ander- 
son 
9. Lullaby of Broadway . . . 
Patsy Turner, Patricia Patterson, 
Georgia Lou Thompson, Mimi 
Smith, and Edna Jo Brissey. 
10. When Love Goes Wrong . . . 
Duet—Barbara Embler and Gerry 
Galloway. 
11. Heart of my Heart'. . . Pa- 
tricia Patterson, Mimi Smith, and 
Georgia  Lou  Thompson. 
2 Clemson Men 
Attend National 
P. R. Convention 
Pershing Rifle Major Don Har- 
rison and Master Sergeant Marion 
Sams, Jr., represented the 4th 
Regimental Staff at the Little 
National Pershing Rifle conven- 
tion held recently at Lincoln, Ne- 
braska. 
During     a     business     meeting; TIGERS SPLIT PAIR 
Brigadier   General   Ekburg   dis-1       (Continued frcm Page Four) 
Daniel Company 
Receives Large 
Clemson Contract 
R. M. Cooper, chairman of the 
Clemson College Board of Trus- 
tees, announced last week that a 
$2,960,000 contract was awarded 
to the Daniel Construction Com- 
pany of Greenville for the con- 
struction of four projects at the 
college. The Daniel Company 
had the low base bid on the con- 
tracts. 
Action was taken by the Board 
of Trustees only on group proj- 
ects, which include a food indus- 
try building, a plant and animal 
scionce building, moving and re- 
pair of six existing greenhouses, 
plus the construction of four new 
ones and a headhouse, and addi- 
tion of an auditorium to the 
Clemson House to seat 600 to 
1000 people. 
Charles W. Daniel, head of the 
construction company, announced 
that work on the oroiec' v lrl 
begin about the first of May and 
was expected to be completed 
during the first quarter of next 
year. 
The Board of Trustees post- 
poned action on a second group 
of projects until a later date. 
These projects include an animal 
pathology building, a dairy re- 
search barn and three auxiliary 
steel sheds, and four poultry 
houses plus an auxiliary shed. 
Mr. Daniel said that the Board 
hoped to proceed with the entire 
agricultural building program 
next year. 
Russia— 
A Look At Newspapers, Radio And TV 
cussed problems    of    the   Fourth  ,h„   ^....tv,      THP    "Dukp   victory 12. Desert Song . . . Mary Ann ; Regiment.     A;,0   other   mcctings   ' 
Carr,   Barbara   Embler.   Edna   Jo i ,,„ j  , ,   ,, 
„ .  '       „   , _     . 77    r. and a  banquet were held during Brissey, Gail Teasley, and-Landis; the convent 
M
°°
re
" , . J    T , The regimental staff of the 4th 
13. Frankie    and    Johnny . . . Regiment  of  the  Pershing  Rifles 
,T ™   771    n, „ V    „,        has  returned   recently  from   two 
14. Mr. Tap Toe . . . Patsy Tur- j inspection tours. During the week 
n<!7-   „,      „    „.  '„, „ ,     ibefore Easter, the staff split into 
lo. Blue Pacific Blues . . . Solo-  tw0 sections 
ist—Elise Crain. Group — Nancy 
Drake, Barbara Embler, June 
Galloway, Cili Pruitt, Georgia 
Lou Thompson, Edna Lou Brissy, 
and  Mimi  Smith. 
These dance numbers will be 
accompanied by Lynn Wyatt's 
"Combo", The Dixie Land Five 
with Carrol Brown, 1st Trumpet; 
Ralph King, 2nd Trumpet; Joe 
Osteen,     3rd     Trumpet;     Marty 
in order to carry out 
their inspection tours. Pershing 
Rifle Colonel Tracy Jackson and 
Captain Bill Cockrell conducted 
inspections of companies in North 
Carolina and Tennessee. Persh- 
ing Rifles Lt. Colonel Franklin 
Webb and Captain Fred Hope 
conducted inspections in Georgia 
and Fkirida. While in Atlanta 
inspecting the company at the 
University   of   Georgia   they   at- 
Hoffmeyer,  Piano:   and  featuring i tended the Federal Reserve Offi- 
Monty Osteen on Drums will also j cers  Training    Corps    inspection 
however, still left the Tigers in 
undisputed possession of first 
place in the Atlantic Coast Con- 
ference with a 6-1 loop record. 
THE BOX— 
Clemson ab    h    o    a 
Coker,  2b  _  __ -.. 4    0    3    1 
Crocker, ss _ 3    10    3 
Bamett, If 4    1    3    0 
Kingsmore, cf 4    0    10 
W. Morris 3b 4    0    3    3 
Gaines, rf  __#    0    3    0 
B. Morris, c .... 4    0    12 
Swetenburg, lb _ 3    19    1 
O'Dell, p    0    0    0    0 
Crosland, p 2    0    0    4 
Toth, p . —0    0    10 
a-Shealy   _  __   _  __. 1    1        0 
Cone, p _ 0    0    0    0 
BENGAL CINDERMEN 
(Continued from Page 4) 
10:30. 
Javelin — 1. George, (C). 2. 
Ward, (C), 3. Gooding, (C). 159 ft. 
Shot—1. Kirby (C), 2. Harring- 
ton, (P), 3. Wilson, (C). 44 ft. 10 
in. 
Discus—1. Kirby, (C), 2. Wil- 
son,  (C), 3. Regeher, (P). 130 ft. 
Pole vault—1. Folger. (C) , 2. 
Metz, (C). 3. Johnson, (P). 11 ft. 
8 in. 
High jump—1. Mitchell, (C), 2. 
Moore, (C), 3. George, (C). 20 
ft. 10 y2. 
Broad jump—1. Bass, (P), 2. 
Mitchell, (C), 3. George, (C). 20 
ft. 10% in. 
Mile relay—1. Presbyterian 
(Johnson, Laws, Freeman, Tyler). 
3:29.2. 
BABY TIGERS 
(Continued from Page Five) 
third and gave way to Joe Wat- 
son in the seventh.   Watson made 
his third appearance in as many 
days. 
Rock Stone and Donnie Bun- 
ton led the Tig hitters with 
similar two for three's. Stone's 
included a double, and Bunton's 
a triple. 
Cortez, Hill, and Poitwent each 
had two singles for Aiken. Poit- 
went also went the route on the 
mound for the high-schoolers. 
A highlight of the game came 
in the seventh when Tig first- 
sacker Frank Griffith singled and 
stole second, third, and then 
home. 
Linescore: 
Aiken .... 110 021 000—5 
Clemson  400 110 lOx—7 
ABBEVILLE HIGH 
Third-baseman Harry Hicks of 
Kershaw pounded two mighty 
homeruns, one a grandslammer in 
the first inning, to lead the Cubs 
to a 15-0 victory over Abbeville 
High for their seventh straight 
win. 
Lennie Middleton went the dis- 
tance for Clemson and allowed 
but three singles. 
Billy Breedlove started for Ab- 
beville. He was relieved by 
Knox in the later stages. 
Linescore: 
Abbeville  ._  _  000 000 000— 0 
Clemson   _   ...   530 042 lOx—15 
present numbers. 
Tickets will be on sale starting j Banquet 
at   6:30   and   admission   will   be  - 
25 cents. 
Totals 
Duke 
.32 
ab 
and attended' the Pershing Rifles j Spangler, cf'...  3 
BILLY O' DELL 
(Continued from Page Five) 
to  his   teammate  Leonard  Hum- 
phries who has posted a 4-0 rec- 
ord thus far. 
The   diamond   whiz   kid,   af- 
ter establishing:   a   phenomenal 
record while a prepster at New- 
berry    High    School,  although 
he hopes to enter the play-for- 
pay   game   later,   turned   down 
numerous pro bids and instead 
enrolled at Clemson. 
While only a freshman in 1952 
the flashy redhead was up at the 
top  with  the  veterans.    Bill  ap- 
peared   in   10   games,   pitched   56 
innings,  gave    up    48    hits  and 
struck   out   81.     Won,   loss   rec- 
ord—5-2. 
Last year while a sophomore, 
the strike out king, pitched for I 
predominately the same team 
which is behind him this year. 
While posting a 6-3 record, O'Dell 
pitched 72 1/3 innings in 11 
games, gave up 25 hits and fan- 
ned 108 opponents and had a low 
1.36 earned run average. 
The story so far this season 
has been one of success for the 
lefthander.    While gaining vic- 
tories   over   the   University   of 
Florida, Ohio State, N. C. State, 
South   Carolina,   Wake   Forest 
and his freak loss to Duke, Bill 
has given up 24 hits in 47 1/3 
innings.    O'Dell   has  given   up 
three    earned    runs    for a .57 
earned run average. 
Perhaps his best game this sea- 
son was against the Wake Forest 
Deacons. Against Wake, Bill gave 
up only three hits, two of which 
were   infield   knocks.     The   one 
hit out of the  infield was made 
by   a   right   handed   batter   who 
alt NON-SKID Soles! 
For Shower, Pool.and 
Lounging.   Noiseless - 
Dry   Quickly  -   Pock 
Easily-Durable Grade 
"A" Quality-Attract- 
ive Solid Color 
Throughout! 
Men's Sizes: 7 -13. 
Children's  &  Ladies' 
Sizes:    Extra    Small. 
—, Small,   Medium   and 
Only »J l!.r.,.M oold   Large. 
s«nif«ilM a....*»..a      Color   Choice:   Blue, 
»•"■'■•"•• """ '      vyhit,, Green or Red. 
Brewer, ss 
Kirkpatrick, 
Clapp,  If .... 
Tarr, c  
LeClerql, 3b 
Smith, rf _.. 
lb 4 
5 
. j_ _ _..4 
3 
.... 3 
24  14 
o    a 
slipped  one   over  the  first  base- 
man's head. 
So   often   pitchers do not excel 
in the hitting department, not so 
with O'Dell.   Last year Billy, who Fesperman, 2b  _ 3 
also bats left,  posted a .296 bat-  Turner,  p ...2 
ting average.    So far this season 
he has a .357. Totals  ._- 1_ 32 10 27 12 
O'Dell has already made a place j Clemson   .._   .000 000 000—0 
in  the   record  books   for  himself j Duke....  ....   120 304 lOx—11 
and  with   six  more  regular  sea-      Clemson: 5 hits, no runs, 2 er- 
son games left the speedy hurler rors, 6 left on. 
will undoubtedly better his pres-      Duke:   10   hits,   11   runs,   4  er- 
ent record. I rors, 5 left on. 
By Dean Schoelkopf 
Editor,  Minnesota  Daily 
Four-page newspapers with al- 
most no advertising, no comic 
strips and with daily front page 
editorials are the rule in Russia. 
All the papers we saw, from 
Pravda and Izvestia right on 
down to the smallest provincial 
papers, follow that same pattern. 
They are issued once a day, and 
sell for 20 kopecs (five cents). 
We talked to seven newspaper 
editors during our trip, and found 
the most interesting one—and a 
typical Russian newsman—to be 
I. M. Malutin, editor of the Baku, 
Azerbaijan, Worker. The Work- 
er has a circulation of 90,000 and. 
a staff of 60 persons. 
Editorials   in  the   paper   deal 
with  "all  questions  of  interest 
to Soviet people," Malutin told 
us.   He said he determined edi- 
torial policy, and with the rest 
of the  Soviet press he is cur- 
rently     trying     to     "educate" 
readers into a friendly attitude 
toward the United States. 
"You can't find a phrase in our 
papers against the American peo- 
ple," he said.    "We are trying to 
help friendly    relations    between 
nations." 
Malutin was bitterly critical of 
the American press. Since World 
War II, he said, the American 
press has reflected Soviet life 
non-objectively and has been full 
of different kinds of propaganda 
for war. 
"I would like to read the Amer- 
ican  papers,"  he  said,  "but they 
reflect   the   USSR   in   unfriendly 
terms."    We asked him how long 
it  has   been   since   he's   seen   an 
American   newspaper    or   maga- 
zine, and he said three years. 
How was he able to get ac- 
curate reports from the United 
States?   The only fair accounts, 
he said,    come    from    Howard 
Fast    (winner    of    the    Stalin 
Peace  prize  in  1953  and  from 
Paul Robeson. , 
Other newspapermen we talked 
to were editors of youth newspa- 
pers. They all were chosen by 
the central committee of the 
party and then named their own 
staffs. 
We asked them if their news- 
paper ever disagreed with any 
government decision. They said 
they never do because they trust 
their elected representatives to 
do the right thing. 
At Moscow University we 
asked the editor of the student 
newspaper if he ever criticized 
the government editorially. He 
said he had never found a need 
for that. He said he did criti- 
cize professors and the ministry 
of culture, which runs the uni- 
versity. 
The student editor—Ivaner Za- 
harov—looked about 35 years old. 
He said he was a post-graduate 
student in history, and had been 
elected editor for the last three 
years by a "conference of read- 
ers." He has been a member of 
the party since 1946. 
There are 100 students on the 
staff, Zaharov said, and the pa- 
per is issued twice a week. 
When we were visiting dormi- 
tory rooms at Moscow University, 
we got our first good look at the 
one-knob   radio   set   which   is   so 
common in Russia. 
There Is no need for more 
than v one control on the radio 
because there is only one sta- 
goes off the air about 11 p. m. 
tion to listen to—Radio Mos- 
cow. Other cities have their 
own smaller stations but only 
Radio Moscow is heard all over 
the Soviet Union. In some 
places it's almost impossible to 
get away from its voice. Loud- 
speakers on the streetcorners 
in the city blare forth its pro- 
grams from the time it goes on 
the air—about 7 a. m.—until it 
The Russians have television, 
too, although not many people 
own sets. There are three TV 
stations—in Moscow, Leningrad 
and Kiev. We watched television 
in Moscow, and found the picture 
clearer than any in this country 
because the Russians use a finer 
screen. The picture tubes are 
small, usually five or six inches. 
The Russians told us big picture 
tubes are not practical. They 
get bigger images by projecting 
small images onto larger screens 
by use of mirrors. 
Programs run for about three 
hours each night, and longer on 
Sunday. 
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